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Campus 911 wards away students' fears 
► Police hope quicker reaction 
time will be in store with imple- 
mentation of new service. 
HEATHER BUXTON 
 staff writer  
Beginning at the end of this month, 
Clemson students will have a new, high 
tech option for personal safety called 
Campus 911. 
Campus 911, a personal alarm system, 
is a joint project initiated by student gov- 
ernment and the University police 
department. The system will function 
much like the current emergency tele- 
phone system, but on a more individual- 
ized level. 
The Campus 911 alarm unit is about 
the size of a beeper and can be held in the 
hand or attached to a student's backpack 
or clothing. To activate the alarm in 
emergency situations, the student sim- 
ply pushes a button on the unit to notify 
police of his or her location. 
The alarm then registers at the cam- 
pus police department, informing offi- 
cers of the student's exact location on 
campus as well as the student's name 
and any pertinent emergency informa- 
tion. If the student must flee a dangerous 
situation, Campus 911 will follow the 
student through the various signal tow- 
ers on campus, allowing police to pin- 
point the location of the student at all 
times. 
According to Captain Thea McCreary 
of the University police department, the 
Campus 911 system will be a great 
improvement on the emergency call 
boxes currently located around campus, 
particularly because of its ability to fol- 
low the student and give information on 
the student's identity. 
"It's a good thing for a lot of reasons," 
she said, "not just attacks." 
The police department will have one 
computer screen devoted to exclusively 
to Campus 911 alarms that will allow 
officers to visually track the student's 
movement as well as have access to any 
necessary information. 
The system can also be used in case of 
medical emergencies in which the stu- 
dent cannot access a phone. When the 
student's name appears on the police 
screen, chronic medical information is 
also reported, such as diabetes or epilep- 
sy, enabling officers to be fully prepared 
when they report to the scene ofthe inci- 
dent. 
The new system will provide quicker 
police response than the call boxes since 
the officers will know more about what 
SEE 911, PAGE 11 
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CREEPED OUT: Gwendolyn Magee can rest assurred that help 
is on the way via the new safety service. 
ELECTION 
RESULTS 
There will be a runoff for 
the office of Student Body 
President between Wil 
Brasington and Ashley 
Twombley. Brasington 
received 986 (31.04 percent) of 
the 3,176 votes cast. Twombley 
received 949 (29.88 percent) of 
the votes. Other major vote 
recievers were Jerod Frazier 
(716 votes, 22.544 percent) and 
Larry Sullivan (521 votes, 
16.40 percent). 
For the office of Vice 
President of the student body, 
Joseph Delaney was the out- 
right winner with 1510 votes, 
which represented 55.86 per- 
cent of the votes cast for Vice 
President. Edward Mercer 
received 1193 votes, or 44.13 
percent of the vote. 
Although online voting 
aided vote counting, results for 
the consititutional amend- 
ment and Student Senate were 
not yet final as of late 
Wednesday night. 
IAS0N ASHE/stalT 
PMC COMMUNICATION: Department Chairman Bill West 
I Sally Cramer view a test document produced by one of 
*new Docucolor printing machines. 
1
 Xerox donations 
keep graphics fresh 
► Printingindustrygifts keep Clemson's graphic 
communications program in the forefront. 
SANDI OWENS 
staff writer 
If you had about $750,000 to spend on something personal or 
worthwhile, what would you do with it? Would you buy a house 
and a flashy new sports car, travel to a few foreign countries, 
deposit it into your savings account, or go on a massive shopping 
spree? 
The Xerox Corporation was recently put in this position. 
They generously decided to donate approximately $750,000 to 
Clemson's graphic communications department in new equip- 
ment and professional services. 
Clemson will use these recent additions to the graphic com- 
munications department to better educate its students in these 
areas and to get ahead in the printing industry. 
Bill West, the graphic communications department chair, 
said, "Thanks to these educational resources from Xerox, 
Clemson has the ability to give students hands-on experience 
with digital processing of information and print-on-demand, 
using state ofthe art equipment that is being incorporated into 
the commercial printing companies." 
The two main pieces of equipment that Xerox has provided to 
SEE GIFT, PAGE 13 
[FINDING  A  NICHE] 
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HIGHER LEARNING: Director of Placement and Employer Relations Flora Riley introduces Doug Leney to 
the Clemson Career Center's website. The Center offers career placement, planning and resource services. 
THE RIGHT DIRECTION 
The Career Center's job guidance is invaluable 
KRISTI DEVLIN 
assistant news editor 
ost college students know that a college degree, 
no matter how prestigious the university it 
comes from, and how high the GPA, does not 
alone guarantee gainful employment. Over a four-year 
college career students become well acquainted with 
the term "marketable." The University has a department 
to guide students in the direction of a fulfilling career 
while teaching them to market their skills. The Career 
Center is located in Holtzendorff Hall, situated between 
the Majic Mart and Bowman Field. 
The competition in the work force is stiff, but devis- 
ing a clear plan early in a student's college career can 
make things a lot simpler when graduation rolls 
around. Students must make themselves stand out 
among the masses of undergraduates flocking to the 
work force each year. 
The Career Center can direct you with a four-year 
career planning timeline, helping students to wisely 
utilize their undergraduate college years and keeping 
them informed with the most up-to-date job market 
information. 
Many students think that it is important to study 
the job outlook patterns before they get too far into their 
college years. Drain the career counselor's knowledge; 
these folks are experts. Barbara Foltz has been working 
with the University for over 20 years. She can lead you 
to the sources to tell you what's hot and what's not in 
the current job market. 
She has found the Internet to be a very current 
source of information on the employment front. 
According to online U.S. News among the hot careers 
right now are accountants, archivists, audiologists, 
computer scientists, intellectual property lawyers, reha- 
bilitation counselors and nurse practitioners. According 
to the web page, there are many more job openings in 
SEE CAREERS, PAGE 13 
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Volunteers Needed for 
Jason Knapp Search 
University Police Chief 
Lonnie Saxon has organized a 
search for student Jason 
Knapp who was reported miss- 
ing last spring. On the week- 
end of March 20, two search- 
es will be held. The first 
search is at 8 a.m. on 
Saturday, March 20, and the 
second search wil be held on 
Sunday, March 21, at the 
same time. 
Volenteers are asked to 
meet at Table Rock. Saxon is 
urging volunteers from the 
University to join the search 
effort. Food will be provided 
for volunteers. 
Clemson Chamber Golf 
Tournament 
On June 3, 1999, the 
Clemson City Chamber of 
Commerce will hold a golf tour- 
nament at the Boscobel 
Country Club. 
There will be four different 
catagories involved with the 
event. 
The corporate group will 
have banner recognition during 
registration and dinner. The 
group will consist of one team 
of four, and the team will be 
considered an "Exclusive 
Sponsor" of the Clemson Area 
Chamber of Commerce Golf 
Tournament. Their fee will be 
in the amount of $1,200. 
There will be oppurtunities for 
product distribution. Other 
puplicity will consist of the use 
of the company logo on the 
shirt. 
The Gold group will also 
include teams of four and will 
donate $300 to the Chamber. 
Puplicity for the tournament 
will consist of group recogni- 
tion on each hole, and recogni- 
tion in all media advertising 
involved with the event. 
The next group will be the 
Silver group will have their sig- 
nage on one of the holes 
throughout the event. Their 
donation will be in the amount 
of $150. 
The last group will be the 
Golf Cart Sponsors. These 
individuals will donate an 
amount of $250 and will have 
the honor of having their sig- 
nage on all golf carts used in 
the tournament. 
All sponsors will be invited 
to set up a booth or table on 
their given hole for product 
give-aways. 
For more information 
please call (864) 654-1200. 
Largest Online College 
Baskeball Pool 
Burly Bear's "College 
Basketball Tournament 
Challenge:  Click, Pick and 
Win," presented by Diamond 
Multimedia, is a six-week 
national online contest partici- 
pants, can go to www.burly- 
bear.com and pick their 
favorite teams by filling out the 
online college basketball grid 
and win a grand prize all 
expense paid trip for two to 
Jamaica. Runners-up will 
receive a variety of prizes, 
including a Diamond Rio MP3 
player and round-trip airline 
tickets to a warm weather des- 
tination. 
Burly Bear Network is rais- 
ing the stakes for this year's 
men's college basketball mad- 
ness. Now college basketball 
fans from across the nation 
will be able to compete 
against each other in one of 
sports' greatest traditions. 
Burly Bear has teamed up with 
Bottle Rocket (http://www.bot- 
tlerocket.com), the premiere 
developer of online games and 
promotions, to create an inter- 
active venue for millions of col- 
lege basketball fans to partici- 
pate, individually or in a 
league, to predict the outcome 
of the 1999 men's bracket. 
Stellar theory popularity explodes 
► One Clemson professors 
ideas about supernovae are 
peaking popular interest. 
CHRIS SCHOON 
 staff writer  
Astrophysicists at Clemson, Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and 
Harvard University discovered a new 
chemical sequence during research 
into how large carbon molecules 
might form in exploding stars 
known as supernovae. 
The finding is casting doubt ort 
the long-held chemical equilibrium 
theory and clearing the way for a 
new field - kinetic chemistry. 
"We believe we have uncovered 
new truths of chemistry," said 
Clemson's Donald Clayton, an inter- 
nationally known theoretical astro- 
physicist. 
"Some controversial aspects of 
supernovae, including information 
about their core or the amount of 
radioactivity they generate, can be 
better evaluated with this kinetic 
chemical theory." 
The research team included 
Clayton, Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory's Weihong Liu and 
Harvard's Alexander Dalgarno. 
"What was new, and what is hard 
to estimate for future importance, is 
the significance of radioactivity 
within the chemically interacting 
atoms. Most 
chemistry is 
understandably 
done without 
radioactivity, 
which is a dan- 
ger in large 
amounts. Time 
will tell what 
new chemical 
truths will be 
revealed by our 
analysis of 
kinetic chem- 
istry with 
radioactivity," 
said Clayton. 
"We had to 
obtain rates for 
a large number 
of unusual 
chemical reac- 
tions. 
"Many had 
never been mea- 
sured, and we 
estimated them 
from chemical 
and physics 
theories. Then 
the rates for all 
of the reactions 
were evaluated 
on a computer, with the results giv- 
ing the abundance of each chemical 
species as a function of time in the 
cooling gas of the supernova explo- 
JENNIFER PASSAIUUGUE/sl.d! 
STAR PROFESSOR: Donald Clayton reviews his display on supernovae. His theory of how carbon 
molecules might form in exploding stars will be the subject of next week's presentation. 
ARMOR AND HUMOR 
Members of the Society for Creative 
attract interestfor their Walhalla c 
IEK0ME STCININGER/-t.ll: 
Anachronisms stage a mock battle to 
hapter. 
sion. We read the answers from the 
computer; then, with hindsight and 
physical understanding, we were 
able to figure out 'why' the answer 
was what it was. It was an 
exciting surprise!" 
Scientists had previ- 
ously believed it impossi- 
ble to convert cosmic car- 
bon from a hot gas into a 
solid if there was more 
oxygen than carbon pre- 
sent. Conventional theory 
held that any free carbon 
atoms in the supernova 
gas should have reacted 
with.the more abundant 
oxygen atoms to form car- 
bon monoxide. 
But the researchers dis- 
covered that supernova 
radioactivity breaks the 
strong chemical bond 
that holds carbon and 
oxygen together. 
Energetic electrons and 
ions allow carbon atoms 
to escape the pairing 
mechanism, leaving plen- 
ty of atomic carbon that 
can condense into solid 
articles and eventually 
e ejected from the super- 
nova. 
The breakthrough that 
led to the research are tiny grains of 
"star dust" found inside meteorites 
that fell to earth about a million years 
ago. 
"These supernova graphite parti- 
cles are the oldest material fossils that 
humankind can study, older than our 
solar system, at least twice as old as 
the oldest rocks on Earth and also 
twice as old as the earliest biological 
fossil algae found on Earth," said 
Clayton, who first predicted the clues 
that would identify the starry fossils. 
"It had been thought impossible 
to hold such things in our hands. It 
had been believed that all solids in 
the solar system were assembled 
from atoms at the beginning of the 
solar system, which was 4,560 mil- 
lion years ago. Now we see that veil 
pierced. We have not only parts of 
solid bodies that existed prior to the 
Earth, but which were assembled 
from atoms that were barely two 
years old at the time, immediately 
after the creation of those atoms in 
the supernova explosion! This 
occurred about 6,000 million years 
ago." 
Clayton's first paper on dust from 
supernovae being detectable by their 
strange isotopic abundance ratios 
was published in 1975. Clayton has 
worked continuously in this area for 
24 years. 
STUDENTGOVERNMENTSPEAKS 
Of the key factors which make 
an institution of higher learn 
ing the most beneficial envi- 
ronment for all involved, be it facul- 
ty, students, staff and even visitors, 
there is one factor 
which sits at the back 
of our minds and can 
be overlooked. This fac- 
tor is campus safety. 
As a member of the 
Environmental Safety 
and Accessibility 
Committee of Student 
Senate, more common- 
ly known as ESA, issues that sur- 
round campus safety or the absence 
of it, are the driving forces behind 
this committee. Over the course of 
this year ESA has worked hard to 
improve campus safety. In addition 
to the new development of Campus 
911, which will become a usable 
method of personal safety in March, 
the committee has been working to 
personally evaluate the lighting on 
campus and attempting to improve 
the Campus Safety Watch system. 
Campus 911, a new feature to this 
University, will enable students to 
alert the police department directly 
with the aid of remote device. This 
feature is a desirable one, and is cer- 
tain to help ease the minds of those 
of us who take our personal safety 
Jo Ellen 
Gawronski 
student 
senator 
seriously. However, there is a much 
larger issue here. Is this type of safe- 
ty device really necessary? 
As a concerned student, I have 
found that campus safety has 
always been 
an issue that 
has a place 
in my 
thoughts. 
Every person 
has the right 
to feel safe 
and secure. I 
too have had 
to walk back from the library late 
at night, or have had to pit my car 
after dark, and I understand the 
concern that students have when 
lighting is poor or when the wait for 
the CAT seems immeasurable. 
There are many courses of 
action that one can take to do their 
part to help out everyone here on 
this campus. First of all, I cannot 
emphasize enough to use the 
Campus Safety Watch outlet. If 
there is ever a safety issue that a stu- 
dent feels needs to be addressed, 
they can do so by e-mailing safe- 
ty@clemson.edu, and describing 
their concerns. It is available 24 
hours a day seven days a week. 
Whenever you feel the need to 
inform us of an issue, you have that 
opportunity. 
Secondly, we all need to be aware 
of our surroundings. We are famil- 
iar with this campus enough to 
know when something is amiss or 
if a dangerous situation presents 
itself. For example, if you plan on 
staying late at the library, be sure to 
remain alert when walking back. 
Or, if you witness something suspi- 
cious, look out for your fellow stu- . 
dent and get help immediately if 
necessary. We can all do a little bit 
to help each other and ourselves. 
We must start somewhere. 
Upon taking that small step, the 
larger concern that presents itself is 
the factor of our campus police. To 
say that the escort service is over- 
burdened is an understatement. It is 
obvious that this is a resource that 
students respond to for their safety 
needs. We need to make sure that 
we are not abusing this resource. 
The campus police department 
works very hard to make sure this 
need is being met; however, they 
also need our help. We as students 
expect to have the best security pos- 
sible. However, this is not possible 
when a campus police department 
is scraping to provide the very best 
they can on what they have to get 
by. But, there is something we as 
students can do about this. 
Currently, ESA is attempting to ai 
a small two to five/ per student 
addition to the tuition bill that 
would go directly to the needs of 
providing the added safety students" 
desire. That means if every student 
or parent chose to give two dollars 
towards this, the police department 
would have an additional $32,000! 
This would not completely fulfill 
their needs, but it is a definite start 
to help the overall situation at hand. 
The committee has come up 
with many suggestions to make 
safety a thought that will not just 
sit at the back of our minds. In fact, 
we have taken it directly to the fore- 
front. Just last week, a committee 
member suggested using bicycle 
officers as a means of patrolling 
campus more efficiently and as a 
less expensive option as well. This 
suggestion is just something else 
that could be done to improve our 
safety here at our school. Everyone 
needs to do his or her part. Help us 
to do the most we can for you by 
contacting us at our e-mail address 
and informing us of your concerns 
and suggestions. 
Upcoming Events 
•Student Senate meeting in the 
Student Senate Chambers. 
Monday, March 8, at 7 p.m. 
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Clemson students take lesson in manners 
► Modern etiquette is about 
more than dottingyour "i"s 
and crossingyour "t"s. 
KRISTI DEVLIN 
assistant news editor 
Have you ever attended a formal 
business dinner and could not fig- 
ure out the proper time to present 
your resume? Have you ever been 
baffled by formal rules of etiquette, 
like which way to pass the rolls? 
These were among the questions 
that 50 students and faculty had 
answered at an etiquette dinner on 
Monday, March 1, at the Madren 
Center. 
The dinner, called "The Art of 
Business Dining," was sponsered by 
the Calhoun Honors College and 
the Alumni Association. 
The dress was business attire. 
Students were instructed to come 
prepared to eat a four-course dinner. 
Mot Dalton, the University's direc- 
tor of special events for alumni 
affairs and development, was the 
guest speaker at the dinner. 
She has worked in interior 
design and corperate entertaining 
and has assisted with political cam- 
paigns. 
Dalton visited each table 
answering questions and correct- 
ing social faux pas that she 
observed while dinner was served. 
At first, everyone seemed timid. 
"Really good manners are just a 
lot of common sense and courtesy," 
said Dalton, in an attempt to ease 
the tension. 
Everyone was looking around at 
each other as the server brought out 
the cream of chicken soup. The 
atmosphere was quiet and tense; it 
seemed no one wanted to make the 
first mistake. 
One by one soup spoons were 
picked up, and people began polite- 
ly sipping. As Dalton walked by a 
table, postures would straighten. 
As the dinner progressed, people 
began to relax. When it was time to 
serve the main course, people were 
asking questions and openly con- 
versing with Dalton. When the 
strawberry-topped cake came out 
for dessert, the attendees were 
laughing at their own mistakes. 
"I think that the dinner was 
exceptionally beneficial," said 
sophomore Elizabeth Poston. "My 
favorite aspect was how we were 
able to ask questions while we were 
eating. It is usually during the din- 
ner that you realize that you have 
questions." 
The inquiries ranged from prop- 
er business attire to the proper way 
to use silverware. 
Dalton answered the questions 
clearly and avoided the snobbery 
commonly associated with the 
laws of etiquette. 
Dana Irvin of the University 
honors program said that she 
believed the event was a success. 
"We hope to make this an annu- 
al event," she said. 
ASK MOT... 
Business Etiquette Q & A 
1. While at a business dinner you 
should avoid ordering the least or 
the most expensive items on the 
menu. 
TRUE. Dalton said that it is always 
best to order something of moder- 
ate price. This communicates to 
the potential employer that you can 
use reason and good judgement. 
MN GONZALEZ/    ,: 
DINNER GUESTS: Rebecca McKillipJacob Postle, a server, Adrianne Arnold, Mot Dalton, and Carissa Miller 
(counter-clockwise) participate in a cultural experience. 
2. If your soup is too hot, it is all 
right to lightly blow on it to cool it 
down. 
FALSE. Dalton said that blowing on 
any food is unacceptable. There is 
nothing wrong with waiting until 
your food is cool. 
3. It is acceptable to smoke at the 
table during or after a business 
meal. 
FALSE. "It is absolutely inappropri- 
ate during any circumstance," she 
said. 
4. You should avoid a lot of salt on 
your food or sugar in your coffee at 
a business dinner. 
TRUE. Dalton said that potential 
employers take note of the details. If 
a person uses a lot of sugar and salt 
the potential employer may inter- 
pret this to say that the person has 
an excessive personality. 
5. It is all right to tell your potential 
employer that he has food on his 
face or something in his teeth dur- 
ing a business dinner. 
TRUE. Dalton said that it is your 
responsibility to tell the person. 
"Handle it as nicely and as unno- 
ticed as you can," she said. 
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[STAFF  EDITORIAL] 
Media organizations are not fully funded 
Sadly, it takes quite a bit more than just hitting the record and 
play buttons down at CCN. The same is true at WSBF; their pro- 
duction process involves a little more than putting some Joe 
Schmoe in charge of two turntables and a microphone. And of 
course, The Tiger is not magically produced for your reading plea- 
sure. The operation of these and other student media organizations 
requires the time and dedication of countless students. 
Unfortunately a large portion of the student body does not real- 
ize the amount of work required to produce a radio or TV show or 
to print a publication. Most faculty and stu- 
dents take the University's campus media 
organizations for granted. This lack of appre- 
ciation makes it hard for the various media 
groups on campus to find adequate funding, 
and it also decreases the amount of student 
interest and participation. 
Recently, CCN's general production man- 
ager stepped down after receiving over- 
whelming complaints concerning the broad- 
cast quality and production value of the sta- 
tion. There is no doubt that this controversy 
was due to lack of funding and a lack of student support. It takes 
the commitment of more than one person, along with ample fund- 
ing, to run any type of organization. 
An organization's funding is directly related to the quality of 
equipment used, especially in the case of student media organiza- 
tions where students virtually work as volunteers and the bulk of 
funds are used for equipment. Outdated equipment is most often 
the cause of noticeable broadcast problems. A lack in the amount of 
quality equipment available has also been an issue for CCN and 
other groups. In the case of CCN, only a couple high quality broad- 
cast cameras are available, which frequently makes filming a has- 
sle. 
Along with CCN, a majority of the student media groups on 
campus are stuck using extremely outdated equipment. At The 
Tiger, our staff until recently worked on 15 year old computers - 
and you thought the ones in the lab were slow. The photography 
Our Position: 
Campus media 
joups put in many 
hard hours that are 
often unappreciated 
section of The Tiger has especially felt the pains of low funding. 
This funding has forced our award-winning photographers to 
often use their own cameras or older equipment dating back to the 
late 70s and early '80s. 
In order to make up for outdated equipment and bring the stu- 
dents quality productions, groups often have to pool their resources 
together. The Chronicle has often had to borrow The Tigefs equip- 
ment. Sharing equipment is fine, but it can turn into a hassle when 
the shared equipment is in high demand. 
Funding is even more of a crisis consider- 
ing that the new student center will open 
soon and the media groups will have to move 
their offices. WSBF feels the greatest financial 
burden from this move because they are being 
forced to buy a new broadcast antenna for the 
student center. Apparently the old antenna 
that they already use is not pretty enough for 
the new student center according to the 
administration. A new antenna sounds great, 
but WSBF cannot afford one, and they might 
have to postpone broadcasting next year to 
save their money for an antenna. 
Also, the office furniture used by most media organizations is 
apparently not good enough for the new student center. 
Organizations are being forced to purchase new furniture before 
they move into the building. With current funding, most media 
organizations might just have to forego furnishing their new offices 
Jpr a while. The new student center is adding a burden to the cost 
f f running student media organizations. These burdens should 
definitely be considered when student government considers 
media funding for the coming year. 
Campus media organizations do the best job possible under the 
circumstances. These organizations are operated by students for 
students, and problems should be addressed by involvement rather 
than through complaint. Media organizations always welcome 
new members, and people with ideas on improvement should get 
involved. 
SPEAKINGOUT 
Do you think the student media on campus does an adequate job? 
The Chronicle sucks. I 
would never have my 
picture taken for Taps, 
but The Tiger is O.K. 
1 don't read it too much, 
but every time I do it, it is 
very informative. 
J.R. Yates 
It's very informative and 
lets students know what 
is going on around cam- 
pus. 
Gail Cadomiga 
visual arts 
sophomore 
secondary education 
freshman 
Tracy Priest 
psychology 
sophomore 
The Chronicle and The 
Observer are barely 
hanging on. Nobody lis- 
tens to WSBE 1 think this 
is due to a lack of fund- 
ing. 
John Powell 
architecture 
senior 
The Chronicle along 
with The Tiger offer 
entertainment to a diver- 
sified student body and 
allows for all students to 
contribute. 
Brigette Cook 
architecture 
junior 
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. Wis Coach Tommy Bowden distracted by the flash? 
W ' hen I was 10 years old I trusted in Jesus Christ as my savior. I have learned 
many valuable 
lessons. True 
Christians will 
be outcasts in 
today's society. 
My parents 
raised me in a 
southern Baptist 
environment 
where I attended church weekly. 
As a senior, I have been actively 
involved in the BSU and have 
served as the outreach minister for 
a year and attended three spring 
break mission trips. 
You are probably wondering 
Adam 
Thomas 
photo editor 
why I'm telling you this. My inten- 
tions are not to offend any person, 
they are to question the views and 
perceptions of 
other Christians 
in our communi- 
ty- 
Recently,   on 
Feb. 25,1 attended 
an FCA meeting 
where Tommy 
Bowden was the 
guest speaker. As a photojournalist, 
I was drawn to this event because of 
Coach Bowden's significance here 
on campus. 
When I arrived, a young lady 
who introduced herself as one of 
the vice-presidents greeted me. She 
was very sweet, and I informed her 
I was a photographer from The 
Tiger and needed a few shots. 
Bowden began speaking, and I 
began photographing. Surprisingly, 
a man approached me not more 
than three minutes into Bowden's 
lecture. He sat down beside me and 
said, "The president has asked me to 
tell you to slow down on taking pic- 
tures, you might be a distraction. 
Please wait until the end." 
I quietly rose from my seat and 
started to exit the building. As I was 
leaving Tillman, another young 
man stopped me. He introduced 
himself as the president of FCA, 
and I introduced myself as a jour- 
nalist. Once he realized my affilia- 
tion with the newspaper, he invited 
me back inside to continue pho- 
tographing. I said, "No thank you. I 
have prior engagements." 
After leaving, I was sick to my 
stomach with disbelief. How could 
a Christian organization deny pub- 
licity? It's not everyday an organi- 
zation schedules such a person to 
speak at their meetings. Why was I 
asked to wait until the end to pho- 
tograph? From my experience, this 
is the time of invitation when criti- 
cal decisions are made. Was the 
president worried more about 
Bowden being distracted or win- 
ning people to the Lord? I'm confi- 
dent Bowden has seen more press 
than a lone photographer. 
It disturbed me more as a 
Christian than a journalist. 
Although 1 was doing my job, I felt 
discriminated against when the 
president was^ buddy-buddy with 
me outside. What if Bowden 
inspires me to follow Christ? Would 
it then be O.K. to photograph him? 
Being photo editor for two years, 
I have never been asked to slow 
down on taking pictures. The presi- 
dent called me that night and made 
a sincere apology, but it seemed a 
day late and a dollar short. 
Adam Thomas is a senior majoring 
in construction science. E-mail 
comments to letters@tiger.clem- 
son.edu. 
. [COMMENTARY] 
Is there room for love in college? 
I was walking to class Tuesday morning 
and the smell ol freshly cut grass caught 
my attention around Bowman field. It was 
bright outside, so I took a seat so I could 
think about the 1,100 things on my mind. 
Sifting through the shrapnel of midterms, 
midterm projects, inconstant weather with 
the ever-popular doppler threats, I noticed 
the temperatures were rising. The rain has 
tapered off, save Thursday nights when I'm 
dutifully delivering The Tiger for your read- 
ing pleasure on Friday mornings. Is El Nino 
the cause of the weather shifts? Maybe, but El 
Nino does not cause the changing of the sea- 
sons. The groundhog did 
not see his shadow, so 
guess what? It's spring 
again and it's fitting with 
spring break just a week 
away. Spring is the first of 
the two seasons of "what 
to do." This is life for a 
majority of us. 
Guys and girls are shuffling to the gym for 
last minute preparations of bathing attire, or 
less. Plans have oeen made to spend hun- 
dreds of dollars on nights of living it up a lit- 
tle, if only that night. Spring also bolsters 
participation in Fike activities and Bowman 
Field attendance. The major leaguers are 
beginning their training. The government is 
reviewing the Office of the Independent 
council while some are offering their names 
as candidates for 2000. Buchanan or Bush, 
huh? Not that it is on your mind yet. Mine 
neither. I've been here four years and I'll prob- 
ably stay one more, but I've never taken a trip 
on spring break. I want to go to New Orleans, 
and maybe this year I'll go. Spring also brings 
feelings of trepidation and uncertainty for 
some. Upon returning from break, we'll have 
, more assignments, more exams and then 
finals. For some a walk across the stage and 
Otis Taylor 
columnist 
their future of bills and investments. Making 
moves is reality in the world. Springtime is 
the beginning of new life in nature and new 
life for graduates. But the seasons are just 
changing, there's no need to talk about life 
and new beginnings, right? But it is spring 
again, and as Biz Markie would say, it's the 
time for boys and girls to fall in love. So I ask, 
does love and college mix? 
When I was merely a freshman, a girl told 
me that college is the place you meet your life 
companion. I've asked a few people and they 
don't necessarily agree. I, like them, enjoy 
love. Chretien has fostered a belief in love for 
me, but I know that love is 
fickle' and can be as incon- 
stant as the weather. Along 
with the graduation cere- 
monies I must attend, I will 
be singing my rendition of 
an Isley Brothers' tune at 
three weddings this sum- 
mer. Right out of college and 
my friends are getting married. How did they 
have the time? Is it supposed to be that way, 
or is love just one of the 1,100 things on col- 
lege students' minds? It's in minds and hearts 
of some. Maybe even a majority contemplate 
love at least once a day. I know I do. 
I know people that struggle with school, 
work and socializing. Adding love and mar- 
riage to the equation would be overwhelm- 
ing. It's strange how spring awakens emo- 
tions in us, but after all, the weather is 
warmer. The smell of freshly cut grass makes 
me think of all the fun I want to have and all 
things I want to be. I saw the grass being cut 
and I thought the ride to New Orleans is a 
long drive inside a car. 
Otis Taylor is a senior majoring 
in English. E-mail comments to 
letters@tiger.clemson.edu. 
[COMMENTARY] 
Wrestling is a new trend in politics 
Well, it had to happen sometime. 
When former pro wrestler Jesse 
Ventura was elected governor of 
Minnesota last November, it was inevitable 
that more wrestlers would follow in his foot- 
steps. Pro wrestlers are now the political fla- 
vor-of-the-month. 
It started with Hulk Hogan, a longtime 
rival of Ventura's. Hogan appeared on the 
Tonight Show last year and announced that 
if Jesse Ventura could run for governor, then 
Hulk Hogan could run for president. 
Hogan's candidacy is primarily a publicity 
stunt - primarily - but it certainly isn't the 
only such campaign. 
Hours after Hogan's 
late night announcement, 
web pages touting Hogan 
nemesis Ric Flair for the 
nation's top job appeared 
by the dozens. Flair has 
not had much to say, 
although his recent faked 
heart attack in the ring cost him some fans 
and he could probably use the publicity. 
But the phenomenon doesn't end there. 
Wrestlers are stepping up to the podium in 
campaigns across the country. Retired 
wrestler and present WWF commentator 
Jerry "The King" Lawler is seriously consid- 
ering running for mayor in his hometown. 
Lawler isn't the only potential candidate in 
the race; someone named Prince Mongo may 
also run, so the race is sure to be interesting 
with or without the former wrestler. 
Retired wrestler Bob Backlund, who 
defeated Ventura in the ring a number of 
times during the 1980s, is considering a 
campaign of his own - Ventura's current 
popularity is probably upsetting to him. He 
has filed papers to run against Congressman 
John Larson in Connecticut. Backlund filed 
as a Republican; Lawler has yet to officially 
Matthew 
Smith 
columnist 
announce any party affiliation, but he has 
mentioned that Ventura inspired him to 
run, and may file as a Reform candidate. 
Then there is Harry "Dirty Harry" Venis, 
who is the Democratic mayor of Davie, Fla., 
a suburb of Fort Lauderdale. Venis has in 
fact been mayor of Davie for several years - 
and was already in office when he began his 
wrestling career. Maybe these guys have 
been going about it all wrong - politics real- 
ly would be a good stepping-stone to a 
wrestling career. Could Strom Thurmond be 
the next politico to enter the ring? We can 
only hope. 
You may wonder 
whether everybody's 
favorite governor is going 
to just stand by and let 
these other wrestlers steal 
his thunder. Ventura is 
keeping busy - the spring 
thaw is bound to hit 
Minnesota. Ventura also 
maintains a web site dedicated to finding a 
Reform Party candidate for the 2000 presi- 
dential race at wwwjesseventura.org; but 
the site explicitly states that he is not that 
candidate. Last week at the National 
Governor's Association convention in 
Washington, Ventura commented that he 
"could win" the White House if he "wanted 
to." He reportedly joked with GOP poster- 
boy George W Bush about measuring 
drapes for the Oval Office, and has so far 
done nothing to discourage the Washington 
press corps's fawning coverage of him. With 
Hulk Hogan already in the race, we can't 
count Jesse Ventura out. At least the presi- 
dential debates will be interesting. 
Matthew Smith is a senior majoring in 
political science. E-mail comments to 
letters@tiger.clemson.edu 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
# Presidential election 
runoffs predicted 
Student body elections are well 
• underway now and with the num- 
ber of presidential candidates, I am 
sure we are currently in a run off. 
The Student Body Senate has taken 
• a huge step forward this year and 
placed election ballots online. 
Voting over the Internet is a great 
way to get increased participation 
from the student body, but I am 
concerned about an increase in the 
number of uneducated votes that 
. this might cause. 
Voting is a privilege and a 
responsibility, which directly 
affects the well being of this school. 
• The privilege has never been easier 
to access than it is this year, but the 
responsibility is the same. If you 
are going to vote, you must make a 
• conscious effort to look into the 
candidates you are voting for. Do a 
little research before you place your 
trust in a candidate. 
• Student government has placed 
ads in The Tiger explaining what 
projects they have been working on 
and completed in the last year. I am 
*not in student government, but I 
have kept abreast of their projects 
and it has amazed me the last few 
weeks how many of the candidates 
have platforms of projects that are 
out of the jurisdiction of student 
government or have already imple- 
mented. A little research goes a 
long way, and any candidate that 
has not done his homework will 
prove himself nice if you take the 
time to become informed on cur- 
rent issues. 
Sure, all the candidates are qual- 
ified, but the most efficient candi- 
dates who have the deepest love for 
Clemson are the ones who have put 
in the time and effort necessary to 
understand student government 
and its processes. 
So go out and vote next week, it 
is your right, but please look a little 
deeper than the platform speeches. 
You would be surprised at the great 
plans and ideas that some candi- 
dates call their own in order to get 
your vote. 
Jenks Patrick 
mechanical engineering 
Johnstone is an eye 
sore on campus 
I was glad but sad to see the arti- 
cle on your web page about new 
student housing to replace 
Johnstone Sections D, E and F in 
January 22's issue of The Tiger. 
When I was a student at Clemson, I 
lived in Johnstone Section D. I have 
many fond memories and a large 
appreciation ■ for the Johnstone 
Halls. 
However, the appearance of 
Johnstone has deteriorated over the 
years and the news of replacement 
housing could not come soon 
enough. I believe Section D is 
already condemned and should 
come down as soon as possible, 
especially since students no longer 
live in it. It is now a eye sore when 
compared to the Shoeboxes and the 
new housing complexes Holmes 
and McCabe, which replaced 
Johnstone A and B. 
John Trammel 
former student 
Column on parking 
services was enjoyed 
I loved the article by Phillip 
Caston, "Judgment day for a 
University parking serviceman." I 
thought it was great. 
The situations mentioned are so 
true and my roommate and I feel 
like we have paid more on parking 
tickets and towing than on any 
other thing since we've been at 
Clemson. 
Thanks for the laugh, and 
maybe the parking service people 
will actually read it. 
Megan McGuirt 
biological sciences 
LASTGLANCE 
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Inner workings of the brain 
enlightened by lecture series 
► Neural networks work 
on premise similar to brain 
activity. 
GENE STUART 
 staff writer  
Just how does your brain work? 
How can one brain sustain so many 
types of perception? How exactly 
does a neural network form and use 
a system of concepts? Dr. Paul M. 
Churchland, professor of philoso- 
phy and cognitive science at the 
University of California, San Diego, 
embarked on the journey of 
explaining these questions and 
many more in a recent lecture held 
in Hardin Hall. 
Last Monday night, March 1, the 
C. Calhoun Lecture Series brought 
Churchland to Clemson to explain 
"How Neural Networks Sustain the 
Many Varieties of Cognition." 
Recent research into neural net- 
works has produced the beginnings 
of a real understanding of how the 
biological brain works. In accord 
with Churchland, this cognizance 
is paramount to the optimal devel- 
opment of the mind as a functional 
unit. 
A strong defender of the elimi- 
native materialist view of mind, 
Churchland is very noted through- 
out the world for his philosophical 
doctrine. Much of his work 
attempts to integrate the philoso- 
phy of mind with the findings of 
neuroscience and computational 
theory. 
According to this theory, every- 
thing the brain does is represented 
by patterns of synaptic excitation 
levels and is embodied in a vast 
chorus of neural activity. It focuses 
on how actual chemical and electri- 
cal messages are sent throughout 
the brain and the roles that these 
messages play in all levels of men- 
tal activity. 
Churchland calls the theory of 
everyday, common sense psycholo- 
gy, which is thought of in terms of 
propositional attitudes such as 
beliefs and desires, "folk" psycholo- 
gy. He argues that this everyday folk 
psychology is inadequate as an 
empirical (scientific) theory. 
Eliminative materialists advocate 
that folk psychology be wholly 
replaced by the "conceptual/onto- 
logical machinery of cognitive- 
neurocomputational biology." 
Churchland argues that the 
roles that beliefs and desires play in 
folk psychology could just as easily 
be emulated by another theory 
with different names for categoriz- 
ing the content of our mental lives. 
Some people view Churchland's 
mKOHjtffei* mm tmmom 
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convictions as too radical, taking 
the familiar, traditional, human 
emotion-based human aspect out 
of cognitive theory. To this he has 
said, "One's first impulse, perhaps, is 
to see the vocabulary and general 
theory as something alien and cold. 
But it will not be cold if it depicts 
all of us, at last, as we truly are." 
In comparing the animal brain 
to a regular computer, Churchland 
points out that messages travel 
slower in the brain, but unlike the 
PC, the brain is capable of perform- 
ing many computations at one 
time. 
Churchland has published sev- 
eral books on this subject, all of 
which are available in Clemson's 
Cooper Library: On the Contrary: 
Critical Essays (1998); The Engine of 
Reason, The Seat of the Soul (1995); 
A Neurological Perspective: The 
Nature of Mind and the Structure of 
Science (1989); Matter and 
Consciousness (1988); Images of 
Science: Essays on Realism and 
Empiricism (1985); and Scientific 
Realism and the Plasticity of Mind 
(1978). 
At UCSD, Churchland is a mem- 
ber, of the Institute for Neural 
Computation, Cognitive Science 
Faculty, and the Science Studies 
Program. 
Need help with an upcoming speech or presentation? 
Confused about developing speech ideas and supporting materials? 
Want to develop more confidence in yourself as a speaker? 
Don't know how to use the new presentation technology? 
IF SO, THE SPEECH STUDIO (420 Daniel) IS FOR YOU!!! 
•Monday: 9:00am until 5:00pm 
•Tuesday: 10:00am until 7:00pm 
• Wednesday: 8:00am until 7:00pm 
•Thursday: 10:00am until 5:00pm 
• Friday: 10:00am until 4:00pm 
and by appointment 
Application for Undergraduate 
Presidential Internships 
; for Fall and Spring 1999-2000 
Benefits of being a Presidential Intern 
Student interns will be provided the opportunity: 
• to develop an understanding of the day-to-day operations of the Clemson University 
Presidential or Vice Presidential areas, 
• to learn the operational aspects and issues that require administrative decision-making. 
« to converse with Vice Presidents, Beans, Directors and Office Staff about University 
operations. 
Positions Available 
• President's Office 
• Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
• Vice President for Institutional Advancement and Administration 
• Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
• Vice President for Student Affairs 
Qualifications 
• Undergraduate students who possess a &0 GPR or above and have outstanding leadership 
qualifications. 
Time Commitment 
• Interns are expected to commit to work 15-20 hours per week. 
Stipend 
• Each intern wilt receive a stipend of approximately $600 per semester after taxes. 
Application Due 
April 9 by 4:30 p.m. 
707 University Union 
Questions, contact Jeanine Ward-Roof at 656-0515 
or e-mail at wjeanin@clemson.edu 
Selection Timeline 
Applications Due - April 9 
Interviews - April 19-23 
Offers to Applicants - April 20-26 
Interviews 
Students who are selected for an interview 
will be contacted by the various areas. 
UNIVERSITY 
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Helping students 
is focus of Major 
Explorations Fair 
"This fair is for students 
who are unsure of their 
major, thinking about 
changing their major, or 
are completely clueless." 
DANA IRVIN 
student services manager 
► University support will 
be offered to students of all 
majors, minors and degrees. 
MACKIE ALL 
 staff writer  
The Honors Program is hosting 
the University Majors Exploration 
Fair 1999 on Tuesday, March 30, 
from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m., in 
the Palmetto 
Ballroom. It 
is the first 
fair the pro- 
gram has 
put on, and 
Dana Irvin, 
Student 
Services 
Manager, 
hopes it will 
become a 
tradition. 
Since she used to advise unde- 
clared students, she knows how 
confusing choosing the right major 
can be. 
"This fair is for students who are 
unsure of their major, thinking 
about changing their major, or are 
completely clueless," she said. "It 
will also help students pick a 
minor." 
With University support in the 
form of a grant, the fair will involve 
representatives from all five of 
Clemson's colleges: the College of 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Science; the College of Health, 
Education, and Human 
Development; the College of 
Engineering and Science; the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities; and the College of 
Business and Public Affairs. Every 
University major will be represent- 
ed by faculty and/or students from 
each department. 
"We're trying to help students 
find a way to discover a major," 
Irvin said. "This is a way for stu- 
dents to get all their questions 
answered in one place instead of 
having to run from department to 
department." 
The Honors College, study 
abroad and co-op programs will 
also be represented. 
The Honors Program has been 
researching fairs put on by other 
colleges to ensure that this fair will 
be a success. "We want to put some- 
thing together for the students," 
Irvin saic 
She commented that she has 
been pushing for a fair like this for 
years and hopes students will find 
it interesting. 
Students who are interested in 
changing or choosing a major will 
find this fair useful for several rea- 
sons. Departments are allowed to 
bring any type of promotional 
materials they choose, such as 
advising sheets and informative 
brochures, though exactly what is 
brought is left up to the individual 
college. 
Some departments will also 
have seniors currently enrolled in 
the major available to answer ques- 
tions and give guidance. Students 
can discover what studying in that 
major has been like, what they will 
able to do with that major once they 
graduate, and why they would 
want to choose that major in the 
first place. For students thinking of 
switching their major, information 
will be given on what courses will 
be lost in the switch and what 
courses will carry or substitute for 
others. 
Students choosing a minor will 
also be assisted. 
"Most students don't realize 
what minors are out there," said 
Irvin, noting that most BAs require 
a minor, along with a few BSs. For 
instance, said Irvin, "Engineering 
students may be thinking of a 
minor in math, but if they want to 
work for BMW, they may want to 
consider a minor in German." The 
fair is meant to alert students to 
these opportunities and possibili- 
ties. 
Irvin hopes the four hour time 
span of the fair will give students 
time to work it into 
^_—- their schedules. 
Each student who 
attends the fair 
will be asked to 
register for door 
prizes before enter- 
ing the ballroom, 
which will contain 
the booths of each 
college. 
"Our main 
objective is to get 
all questions 
answered  in one 
place at one time," Irvin concluded. 
"We're looking forward to helping 
students." 
I III 
PYTHON-A-THON 
WEEKEND 
March 5th -7th 
Lifite of Brian       Holy Grail 
ins: of Life 
aturday       Sunday 
ALL SHOWINGS IN Y-THEATER at 8 PM 
Free admission, cheap concessions 
Sponsored by the Films & Video Committee of UPAC 
f^r- More Tn-fbm».3*j<3r? «afc<aut tkis event CALL: 
656-INFO 
Union  Information Hotline 
Web Site: http//unton.clemson.ed« 656-HELP 
Union Information Desk 
SOUTHEASXERN SCHOOL 
OF NEUROMUSCULAR AMD MASSAGE THERAPY OF GREENVILLE, INC. 
you've Been todfyou sdouQf massage for a Cwing... 
'Wed* -what are you "waiting for? 
Join us at our 
CAREER 
PRESENTATION 
Friday Evening, March 19, 1999 at 6:30 pm-9:00 pm 
Structured Presentation at 7:00 pm 
Saturday Morning, March 20, 1999 at 9:00 am-Noon 
Open Forum 
Presentation will Include information on: 
• Career Opportunities 
• Explanations of Credentials 
• History of School and Curriculum 
• Mini class on Neuromuscular Theory 
»   Demonstrations of Neuromuscular Bodywork Session 
• Questions & Answers (Licensure and Financial Assistance) 
Address: 850 South Pleasantburg Drive Suite 105 Greenville, SC 29607. 
Phone: 421 -9481 Fax: 421-9483 
We are located one half mile South from Greenville Tech on Hi-way 291 
If you are unable to attend the ©pen house, please call to set up an 
appointment to visit the school. 
We^t>o^a-^ve^u>v^cla4*e^be0€fvoiv Mflty 17, 1999 . 
the/futures fa OwYGUK hound*. 
www.se-massage.com 
4NQ.-'i.rt*M34rdq&. . 
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Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza* 
y Got It BIG.   So Do We 
Wr  ....... *■-■:. «  ^      .■■-iaifflMMi_ 
(the DLf 
Try our pizza and sec why <Papa John's 
has been named fcest of the Upstate and 
Eest IPizza Chain in America. 
44 Better Ingredients. Better Pizza. w 
16" Extra Large 1 Topping 
$8.99 
Carry-out or Delivery. 
Limited Time Only. Expires March 28,1999. 
MPA JOHWs 
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Senators call for revision of academic advising 
► Student senate elections 
received the most attention 
at this week's meeting. 
THOMAS TIDWELL 
 staff writer  
Monday night's Student Senate 
meeting lasted late into the night as 
new senate oflicers were elected. 
Nominations for the various offices 
had been made at past meetings 
and additional ones were made that 
night. The offices being contested 
were senate president, senate pro- 
tempore, senate secretary, and sen- 
ate clerk. 
Jeffrey   Davis   won   Student 
Senate president. During Davis' 
speech he stat- 
ed,     "[Student    —————— 
Senate presi- 
dent] has been a 
dream of mine 
these past two, no, three years." 
Davis called for the senate to 
acheive more exposure among the 
students and use of Tiger Stripe in 
the downtown area. 
To gain greater exposure for sen- 
ators, Davis called for including 
senators' pictures on the student 
government web pages and in The 
Tiger. It is Davis's intent that 
through increased visibilty that 
students will become more 
involved with student government. 
Davis has been serving as 
Academic Affairs Committee 
chairperson and touted the com- 
mittee's achievements, including 
the compromised withdrawl policy 
and inclusion of the Academic 
Integrity statement in all 
University publications. 
Genie Wooten won senate pro- 
tempore, Aaron Butler won senate 
secretary, and senate clerk went to 
B.J. Boling. The election procedure 
called for each of the canidates to 
make speeches, then answer ques- 
tions from senators, and finally 
senators debated and voted behind 
closed doors. The officers will hold 
these positions for one year, begin- 
ning in late April. 
Prior to the elections, Student 
Senate did pass two resolutions and 
moved another four into committee 
for review, and in an unusual move, 
one resolution was passed without 
even entering committee review. 
Rich Mancil is currently a final- 
ist for the Truman Scholarship and 
will now recieve recognition as 
such from the senate with speedy 
passage of resolution 18. The resolu- 
tion's author, Meghan Graves, asked 
that the senate suspend the rules 
and move for an immediate vote. 
Following 
STUDENTSENATE 
an 
endorsement 
and short state- 
ment from 
D e a 
senate passed 
n 
the Wainscott, the 
resolution by acclaimation. 
Resolution 16, authored by 
Davis, called for a review of the 
Wilkinson report with the intent of 
improving academic advising for 
students. 
Davis commented that current- 
ly some advisors forgo giving any 
advice and merely provide registra- 
tion numbers to students via e- 
mail. The Wilkinson report was 
released in 1995. 
The resolution would require 
that advising faculty attend formal 
training or a conference every three 
to four years. Any costs incurred are 
expected to be paid by the 
University. 
Resolution 17, again authored by 
Davis, calls for letters of recognition 
to be sent from the Universtiy to 
each student who is named to 
either the President's List or the 
Dean's List. 
Senate Bob Joyner said in favor 
of the resolution, "If you have a 
mom like mine, she likes to put 
stuff on the refrigerator ... I am in 
support of this [resolution]." It was 
passed by acclaimation. Davis 
pointed out that currently there is 
no structured method for recogni- 
tion from the University. 
The letters would be sent from 
either the University president or 
the dean of the respective college. 
Dean's List requires that a student 
attain a 3.5 GPA for a single semes- 
ter and President's List requires a 
4.0 GPA. 
New legislation started with 
proposed bill 57, authored by 
Aaron Butler, and calls for the cre- 
ation of an appointed position of 
senate historian. 
Butler expressed his desire to 
have some visual record of events 
and happenings for the future sena- 
tors and alumni to enjoy. The bill 
was moved into committee for 
review. 
Additionally, four new resolu- 
tions, numbers 19 through 22, cov- 
ering faculty appreciation, promot- 
ing post graduate studies, activity 
fee distribution, and formalizing 
the student mentoring program, 
were all passed into committee for 
review and could be voted on next 
Monday at the earliest. 
Next week's senate meeting will 
include presentation of the Charles 
■_£ ■■ f l__ I K3QI03I13CK 
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2-VKay Personal Radios 
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:     ■    ■    ■■ :' 
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Dunn Academic Award. This year 
the committee awarded it to Dr. 
Steve Madden, assistant professor in 
the speech department. The meet- 
ing will begin at 7 p.m. next 
Monday and Madden has been 
invited to attend. 
HONORSAMONGALUMNI 
JASON «SHE/staff 
1942 Clemson Alumnus Frank S. Barnesjr. was inducted into the 
Thomas Green Clemson Academy of Distinguished Engineers this 
past Wednesday evening. President Curris and others attended. 
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Campus police 
prevent suicide, 
murder attempt 
► Alcohol played a role in 
the incident that could have 
claimed two students' lives. 
STACEY SHACKFORD AND JASON TRENKLE 
University of Massachusetts 
(U-WIRE) AMHERST, Mass. - 
Police, responding to a report of a 
disturbance in University of 
Massachusetts Brown Residence 
Hall Sunday morning, ended up 
rescuing an individual who 
attempted to commit suicide after, 
nearly strangling his girlfriend. 
According to Barbara O'Connor, 
deputy chief of the University of 
Massachusetts Police Department, 
police arrived on the scene at 6:39 
a.m. They were met by-'housing 
staff and directed to the fifth floor. 
The officers observed a crying 
female with scratches on her face 
enter the elevator. They then heard 
yelling, and observed two males 
struggling on the floor of a fifth- 
floor room. 
One male, later identified as 
Francisco Rivera, freed himself and 
attempted to dive through the win- 
dow. 
The window shattered and the 
police grabbed Rivera's torso as he 
dangled, more than three quarters 
out the window. Rivera continued 
to struggle and attempted to jump. 
"There is no question that the 
officers prevented him from falling 
to his death," O'Conner said. 
When the officers finally pulled 
him back into the room, Rivera was 
handcuffed and taken to Cooley 
Dickinson Hospital, where he was 
treated for lacerations to his face 
and torso. 
The police continued the inves- 
tigation and discovered Rivera had 
participated in an altercation with 
his girlfriend previous to his suicide 
attempt. 
According to O'Conner, Rivera 
and his girlfriend had engaged in a 
domestic dispute, and Rivera 
grabbed his girlfriend around her 
neck, holding her in the room for 
hours against her will. The victim 
screamed throughout the assault, 
but no one called the police until 
6:30 a.m. 
The RA on duty that morning 
was the first individual to be alert- 
ed to the altercation and made the 
emergency call to police. 
"I heard yelling and crashing 
and that's when I called the police," 
she said. 
As far as she knows, she was the 
only individual in the building to 
make an emergency call to the 
UMass Police, a fact that has con- 
cerned many Residence Life staff 
members in the Sylvan Residence 
Area. 
."We're concerned as to the rea- 
son no one else in the building 
called the police," she said. "One 
witness said she could hear the 
noise as far as the basement." 
But one third-floor resident said 
she didn't think anything was 
wrong at the time. 
"I just heard her screaming at 
first," she said. "When I woke up 
again, a guy was screaming some- 
thing about how much she didn't 
love him. I thought she was getting 
raped because she kept yelling... It 
was a little scary." 
When Rivera finally released 
his girlfriend, he ran into another 
room in the suite and attempted to 
jump out the window, saying he 
had no reason to live. His friend 
entered the room, trying to calm 
Rivera down, and eventually wres- 
tled him to the floor to prevent him 
from jumping. 
An individual next to the suite 
Rivera was in said he awoke to the 
sound of what he believed were 
people partying. 
"I thought people were still par- 
tying," he said. "But then I heard a 
window smash and the guy was 
yelling he was going to jump." 
O'Conner said alcohol was a fac- 
tor in the incident; neither Rivera 
nor his friend were UMass students. 
"I don't know how much [alco- 
hol] he had," the RA on duty said. 
"This is the first type of conflict 
between these two individuals as 
far as I know." 
Rivera was later arrested and 
charged with attempted murder, 
domestic assault and battery, dis- 
ruptive conduct, and destruction of 
property. He will appear in 
Hampshire County District Court 
today for arraignment. 
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MARK IT ON YOUR CALENDAR! 
What? Join us for pizza and refreshments and learn 
about an opportunity to participate in a 
nationwide marketing and sales program 
with an innovative consumer products 
company and an international marketing 
and product development company! 
Tuesday, Marcl^9, 6:00 - 9:00 PM 
Clemson House Meeting Rooms A&B 
We are Harod Enterprises and 
AZ Global Source, Inc. and we want to meet 
you or your campus organization 
Make money, gain experience and lead in 
the development of a nationwide marketing 
and sales program, with the~piI6t program 
starting right here at Clemsbh this April! 
Reserve your space by calling (800) 757-0715 | 
*** Pre-set interviews, before the presentation,        & 
# arranged by faxing or emailing your resume org 
• your organization's background to: 
*> (770) 509-8960 or azgiobaisource@att.net. 
9*                                          Walk-ins Welcome 
#» "If there had been an opportunity like this when I was at Clemson, I would have definitely 
^participated!     It is so important to gain real-life experienceTfor your resume....and it 
doesn't hurt to make extra money while you're in school!"  
A. Zimmerman - L&IT 
■ <*$$> 
<m 
When? 
Where? 
Who? 
Why? 
How? 
.:,..,.-    :   :  :      .    y;..' 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24 
9:00pm 
For more information please call 646-5106 
A ministry of Campus Crusatfttor Christ 
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Latest technology will put students at ease 
911 FROM PAGE 1 
they are looking for rather than just 
a phone, said McCreary. 
"We have not had an opportuni- 
ty to see this work yet, but we're real 
excited," she said. 
McCreary also hopes that the 
system will also be a crime deter- 
rent, causing potential attackers to 
think twice about their actions. 
She does warn that this system 
is only for emergency situations, 
however. Anyone abusing the sys- 
tem is subject to punishment by 
South Carolina state law. 
"It's not for changing tires or call- 
ing an escort," she said. "Anyone 
that  does   this 
will get in trou- 
ble." 
Student gov- 
ernment's 
Environmental 
Safety and 
Accessibility 
Committee has 
worked closely 
with Campus 
911 and 
University 
police to develop 
the program. 
Though a defi- 
nite start-up 
date has not 
been set, the sys- 
tem should be 
operable by the 
end of March, according to Student 
Senate President Kendra Worley. 
"This is something they planned 
to begin a lot earlier, but [Campus 
911] had some complications," said 
Worley. 
The system is now in place 
around campus. The signal towers 
are attached to several buildings on 
campus, though they are not readi- 
ly visible. Any alarm signal will be 
BRIE MCCAMMOND/ ; 
PAGER: This device alerts cam- 
pus police to potential problems. 
relayed off of these towers to the 
receiver at the police department. 
Once the system is activated, it 
will be free to students who have 
already registered for the system for 
the rest of this semester. In the fall, a 
nominal fee of $5 a month will be 
required, according to B.J. Boling, 
vice-chair of the Environmental 
Safety        and Accessibility 
Committee. 
"It's really not expensive at all" 
said Boling. 
Student government is responsi- 
ble for promoting Campus 911 to 
students and their parents. 
According to Worley, their pri- 
mary target audience is incoming 
freshmen, 
whose con- 
cerned parents 
are easily acces- 
sible during 
summer orien- 
tation. 
"As the pro- 
gram grows, 
more people 
will become 
interested, espe- 
cially fresh- 
men," she said. 
The remain- 
der of student 
government's 
role is to pro- 
mote the sys- 
tem to current 
students and 
deal with any distribution and pay- 
ment problems that may arise. 
The current Campus 911 system 
covers the campus and nearby 
areas, including the Lightsy Bridge 
area, the botanical garden and the 
dyke across from Jervey Gym. The 
system also extends jnto portions 
of downtown, which are in the 
city's police jurisdiction. 
McCreary hopes to expand the 
LBS 
Properties 
864-882-3953 
2 BR, 11/2 Bath townhouse, living and 
dining area, W/D hook-up, In Seneca 
area 
$400 per mo. 
Plus security deposit - One yearlease  
MOBILE HOME 
2 BR, 2 Bath, fireplace, carport, large 
wooded lot, storage area in Clemson. 
Available now! 
$500 per mo. 
Plus security devosit - One year lease 
C0ND0 
2 BR, 2 Bath in Clemson. Fully furnished, 
W/D, private deck, storage area. Walking 
distance to campus. Available May. Up to 
4 students per unit. 
$900 per mo. 
Plus security Jptinsit -One war lease 
C0ND0 
2 BR, 2 Bath, in Clemson. Fully 
furnished, W/D, private deck, storage 
area. Walking distance to campus. 
Available. Up to 5 students per unit. 
$1100 per mo. 
PMsecMtyd^osit:_One_yearJmse _,  
coverage area to include apartment 
complexes beyond the train tracks, 
such as University Place, providing 
security for those who must walk 
to and from campus. 
Clemson is the largest universi- 
ty to implement the Campus 911 
program. Campus 911 will have 
offices in the University police 
department for easy student access 
and system maintenance. Once the 
program is underway, any ques- 
tions can be directed to Sandie 
Emmons, the Campus 911 director 
for the University, at 656-8911. 
(?OOB|R<$ 
QUICKSTOP 
,   CLEMSON, S.C. 
S20-1 OM Greenville Hwy • Clemson, SC 29631 
(Acroee from Bi-Lo) 
Open 11 am -12 am, Mon.-5at. 
We accept VISA, Mastercard & ATM carde 
***************************************************** 
i                               OaOy Lmmdfa gflpsdifiilla j; 
-1                                    (11 am to 1 pm - Subject to change) J ► 
- c   Mon.- Grilled Chicken Sandwich $ 3.25 j * 
\ \   Tues.- Bar-B-Q Sandwich $ 2.00 \ ■
I *   Wed.- Cheeseburger — $ 3.00 J "t 
i   Thurs.- BLT —  $2.50 >; 
-1   Fri.- Chicken Salad Sandwich with bacon and cheese $ 3.50 > - 
. c                              All specials include chips and pickle spear >. 
~_ \                                      Please call ahead for to-go orders! j I 
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Full bar with the COLDEST beer in town!!! 
Super happy hour Mon. - Fri., 5pm to 6pm 
^^^^^(beeran^houselimiorspecjals^^^^^^^ 
50 lb. Bags of ice available! 
Beer to go!! 
The BEST Hot Dogs in Town! !! 
Foothills Property Management 
1017 Tiger Blvd. 
Clemson, SC 
(864) 654-1000 
One to four bedroom apartments available in the following 
locations: 
RoseHill Villas 
Chadsworth 
University Place 
University Terrace 
Cochran Road 
Cedarwood 
Porterhouse 
Calhoun Commons 
Goldenwoods 
Daniel Square 
University Ridge 
Foy Creek 
Sloan Street 
Woodhaven 
South Cove 
Please call us for more details on these spaces 
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Three Duke U. 
athletes battle 
assault charges 
► Players and fraternity 
members brawled after 
brothers asked them to leave 
a party. 
RICHARD RUBIN 
 Duke University  
(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C - 
Three football players have been 
charged with assault in connection 
with a brawl between players and 
members of the Kappa Sigma fra- 
ternity at a Friday night party in 
Edens Quadrangle. 
Trinity sophomore Tyran De 
Ron Grissom was charged with 
three counts of simple assault; 
Trinity sophomores John Robert 
Miller and Bryan John Ament were 
each charged with one count. 
Grissom, a defensive tackle, was 
placed under a $1,500 secured bond, 
Dean said, and the other two were 
each placed under $500 bonds. 
After being served with the war- 
rants, all three made bond and were 
released. 
Miller is an offensive tackle and 
Ament is a flanker. All three are 
backups players who redshirted 
during their freshman year. 
The incident allegedly started, 
Dean said, when a fourth football 
player urinated in a Kappa Sig 
shower. Fraternity members asked 
the football players to leave the 
party. The first player departed, 
Dean said, but the three others did 
not. 
At this point, the fight broke out 
between the remaining athletes 
and several fraternity members. 
At about 12:56 a.m. Saturday, 
Campus Police received a call 
informing them of the fight. When 
officers saw several injured stu- 
dents, they called ambulances and 
Duke Rescue. Campus Police broke 
up the fight and took statements 
from participants and witnesses. 
After the incident, two fraterni- 
ty members were taken to the 
Emergency Department by 
Durham County ambulance, said 
Trinity junior Jack Hoi, coordinator 
of Duke Rescue. 
One student suffered a head 
injury that resulted in memory loss, 
and the second had a broken arm, 
Hoi said. 
A third Kappa Sig member, who 
had a broken tooth, received treat- 
ment, but refused to be taken to the 
hospital. 
Two other fraternity members 
drove themselves to seek medical 
attention, Dean said. 
"The players involved were 
asked to leave so that any conflict 
would be avoided," said Kappa Sig 
President and Trinity junior Jim 
Pinna. "However, a lack of rationali- 
ty on the part of a few created a 
conflict that sent people to the ER, 
ruined the evening for everyone and 
created an even greater problem for 
those involved." 
Assistant Dean of Student 
Development Kacie Wallace, who 
oversees the University's judicial 
system, said the case is under inves- 
tigation. 
"We are working closely with 
Duke Police and trying to gather all 
the information," she said. "[We] will 
move ahead and determine what 
steps need to be taken over the 
course of the next few days." 
The University judicial process, 
she noted, is separate from the 
The Tiger 
holding xs elections   right 
now:1- 
apply far a position today!! 
criminal court system. "Whatever 
takes place downtown, that will 
have to run its own course," she said. 
Wallace said for assault and bat- 
tery, the University could potential- 
ly impose punishments ranging 
from probation to restitution to 
suspension. 
The arrests come about two 
months after freshman football 
player Greg Wade was charged 
with armed robbery and temporar- 
ily suspended from the University, 
again raising questions about 
appropriate conduct for athletes. 
"Let's not hastily prejudge the 
whole team because of the actions 
of three or four," said Janet 
Dickerson, vice president for stu- 
dent affairs. "But there's the public 
perception that members of a very 
highly visible sports team have a 
greater obligation to behave proper- 
ty" 
Football coach Carl Franks 
could not be reached for comment. 
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"The Oil Change Specialist" 
Proudly serving the Clemson Area for over 4 Years 
14 Point Maintenance Service 
Replace oil 
Replace filter 
Lube chassis 
Check brake fluid 
Check power steering fluid 
Check battery fluid 
Check transmission fluid 
ALL FOR ONLY $21.95 
featuring 
Havoline FORMULAE. 
MOTOR OIL 
Check differential fluid 
Check washer solvent 
Check wiper blades 
Check air filter 
Clean windshield 
Inflate tires 
Vacuum interior 
#1 Brand of Motor Oil in the South 
Also carry Castrol GTX Pennzoil, Valvoline, Quaker State 
All major credit cards accepted 
Address 
978 Tiger Boulevard 
Clemson, SC 29631 
Hours 
Monday-Friday 8:00-5:30 
Saturday 8:00-12:00 
Phone 
654-LUBE 
654-5823 
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GIFT FROM PAGE 1 
Clemson are a Docucolor 40 
System and a DocuTech Publishing 
System 6180. 
The Docucolor 40 System is a 
color printing system with 
extremely high resolution and a 
Scitex digital front end. 
It teaches students management 
skills in the art of digital color 
reproduction. The system also 
comes with a full service mainte- 
nance contract, all at a cost of 
around $244,000. 
Xerox also purchased the 
DocuTech Publishing System 6180 
along with another full service 
maintenance contract. 
This high-speed system com- 
bines many useful commodities all 
in one: it is a binding, collator, copi- 
er and an inserter system. 
Each aspect of this equipment 
enables students to gain experience 
in various areas of graphics. 
Students experiment with and 
learn about data base management, 
binding formats, direct-mail print- 
ing and even arranging files. The 
cost of this system package totals 
$503,000. 
The cost and contents of these 
two packages demonstrate the 
expenses that are involved in main- 
taining and improving equipment 
and education in the graphic com- 
munications department. This is 
one of the main reasons why both 
Clemson faculty and students 
appreciate such generous contribu- 
tions. 
Clemson graphic communica- 
tions student, Jennifer Moore, 
expressed her appreciation for a 
new Docucolor Xerox machine that 
was recently placed in her climate 
control graphics lab. 
"We got a new Xerox machine in 
my graphics lab and it is amazing. 
It produces unbelievable copies 
that look just like the original ver- 
sion. It allows us to see the color 
proof without processing the film. 
If there is a problem in the proof, we 
• can correct it before it is processed, 
which cuts down on the costs." 
All of these technological and 
educational advances keep graph- 
ics students up-to-date in the print- 
ing industry. 
Industry support such as from 
the Xerox Corporation helps 
Clemson establish and uphold one 
of the country's top graphic com- 
munications programs. 
With the support of the printing 
industry, the graphics department 
benefits by receiving'useful equip- 
ment, acquiring knowledge of the 
technology and equipment, and 
receiving various scholarships. 
Once students graduate with a 
graphics degree, they are intro- 
duced to a national network of peo- 
ple who can help them find jobs 
and internships. All graphic com- 
munications majors are offered jobs 
after they graduate from Clemson. 
The success of these students 
depends heavily on support and 
contributions from corporations. 
Moore summed up the benefits 
of the Xerox Corporation's 
$750,000 equipment and services 
gift. "These donations are extreme- 
ly important to the graphic com- 
munications program. Without 
donations we would not be able to 
have a program." 
JOBS FROM PAGE 1 
accounting than there are job can- 
didates. 
When American University in 
Washington, DC, sent out a book 
of resumes to potential employers 
last spring, every student was 
called by at least one firm. One 
lucky student received 70 phone 
calls. This is good information, 
Foltz said, but there is much more 
to the equation. 
"While it is important to con- 
sider the economic forecast, stu- 
dents should realize that it is not 
the most important factor in a 
career decision," Foltz said. 
Foltz said that it is important to 
consider that the job outlook for a 
given profession is not etched in 
stone. The most popular career 
that a student hears about his or 
her freshman year may have dwin- 
dled come graduation. 
"Every student must create 
their own unique job market," said 
Foltz. "There are ways to make a 
demand for yourself, no matter 
what your career." 
Foltz does not want students to 
get discouraged if their dream 
career is unpopular on the job fore- 
cast. 
The career center has devised a 
four-year timeline for giving stu- 
dents career planning tips to follow 
throughout college. 
The first step, as a freshman, is 
to go to the Career Resource 
Center, which is located in 201 
Holtzendorff, for career testing, 
computerized career guidance and 
general information about majors 
and careers. 
This is the recommended time 
to begin meeting with a career 
counselor as well as your academic 
advisors and professors. This is also 
a good year for students to begin 
getting involved in student organi- 
zations. 
A student's sophomore year is 
designated by the career guideline 
to be a time to identify specific 
careers that are of interest. This is a 
good time for students to start 
doing research on specific careers 
in the library, networking or a 
mentoring program. The Career 
Center recommends that students 
visit many career fairs to see what 
opportunities are available. 
By junior year, a majority of a 
student's resume should be fin- 
ished, including three letters of rec- 
ommendation. 
The junior year should give the 
student relevant career experience 
and begin developing specific 
skills. This is the ideal time to 
obtain an internship to gain expe- 
rience. 
On Thursday, March 4, many 
students on campus attended the 
internship fair. Internships are an 
excellent way to make connections 
in a perspective field. Internships 
are also a good way to get a sneak 
peak of what the career is really 
like, applying theory from the 
classroom to real life. 
The career counselors feel that 
this timeline will help students to 
be successful in the career world. 
By senior year, students can begin 
marketing themselves by polishing 
up their resumes and concentrat- 
ing on networking. 
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Located just one hour and twenty 
minutes from campus in Highlands, 
North Carolina. 
£■ 
Exclusively specializing in glamour and boudoir photography. Come see our many styles of jewelry, props and lingerie 
For further information call: 828-526-5802 
^m 
MAY GRADUATES 
If you are a member of an Honor Society and would like to 
wear an Honor Stole at the graduation ceremony 
order vour stole Next Week! 
Orders are being taken in the Loggia at the 
following times: 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
3/8/99 
3/9/99 
3/10/99 
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. 
The Following Groups are eligible: 
Alpha Epsilon Delta 
Alpha Epsilon Lambda 
Alpha Lambda Delia 
Alpha Pi Mu 
Beta Alpha Psi 
Beta Gamma Sigma 
Blue Key 
Calooun Honors Society 
Chi Epsilon 
Eta Kappa Nw 
Em Sigma Gamma 
Golden Key National Honor Society 
KappaKappaPsi 
Keramos 
Mortar Board 
MuBetaPsi 
Omicron Delta Epsilon 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Order of Omega 
Phi Kappa Phi 
PhiPsi 
Phi Sigma Pi 
Pi Tau Sigma 
PsiChi 
Rho Phi Lambda 
Sigma Pi Sigma 
Sigma Tau Delta 
TauBeftPi 
Upstlon Pi Epsilon 
Xi Sigma Pi 
PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR TRANSCRIPT. PAYMENTS CAN 
PLEASE ™ ^E WH CASH 0RCHECK ONLY. 
 I     Ll 
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JOBS AVAILABLE 
NEXT FALL! 
Great resume builder. Good pay. 
\ 9- 
Managing Editor 
The managing editor is responsible for the 
weekly operations of the newspaper, including 
the duties of designing the pages, monitoring 
production days to ensure that work is 
completed in a timely way, placing ads for each 
issue, and enforcing obedience to style 
guidelines for the newspaper. 
News Editor 
The news editor is responsible for gathering 
news, recruiting a staff of news writers, and 
reporting on events of relevance 
and interest to the University 
body. 
Sports Editor 
The sports editor is responsible for covering 
University sports as efficiently as possible in 
an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is 
obligated to build a staff of qualified writers. 
Time Out Editor 
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering 
entertainment events on campus with an 
emphasis on on-campus productions. In 
addition, he or she is obligated to build 
a staff of qualified writers. 
Editorial Editor 
The editorial editor is responsible for writing 
the lead edit on a subject chosen by the editorial 
board of The Tiger which reflects the majority 
opinion, regardless of his/her own opinion. 
Circulation Manager 
The circulation manager is responsible for 
determining the best circulation route, 
delivering the issues, mailing out subscriptions 
and keeping an accurate record of subscribers. 
Classified Ad/Office Manager 
The classified ad/office manager is responsible 
for working with the business operations 
manager to ensure supplies are well-stocked. 
Further, this person is responsible for the 
Campus Bulletin (classified) section and any 
duties necessary for its layout and billing. 
Copy Editor (2) 
The copy editors are responsible for reading 
and correcting all copy using the stylebook of 
the Associated Press as a primary source book. 
Photo Editor/Head Photographer 
The photo editor/ head photographer is 
responsible for filling photo requests for all of 
the section editors and maintaining the photo 
office, photo closet and the darkroom. In 
addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff 
of qualified photographers.    - 
Art Director 
The art director is responsible for filling art and 
infographic requests for all the section editors, 
including the editorial cartoon for each week's 
paper. In addition, he or she is obligated to 
build a staff of artists and assign appropriate 
members to fill requests. 
Layout & Design Coordinator (3) 
The layout and design coordinator shall be 
responsible for designing and physically laying 
out on the computer all publications of The 
Tiger according to the style set by the managing 
editor and editor in chief. 
Web Editor 
The web editor shall be responsible for the 
maintenance of The Tiger's web page 
(http://tiger.clemson.edu). 
For more information call 656-2150. No experience necessary. Come by Room 906 of the 
Union to fill out an application and set up an interview time by today at 4:30 p.m. to be 
eligible to run. Interviews will be on March 7 & 8 from 6 to 10 p.m. Employment and 
training begins March 21. If you are applying for an editorial position, please bring at 
least one sample of your writing. 
MfcUMN'H 
PAMDIIC 31 II I ETIM 
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FEBRUARY 26,1999 THE TIGER 
TRAVEL No Cover. Best beachfront hotels from $99 Free "Spring Break Uncensored" 
Video! 1-800-234-7007. www.endless- 
summertours.com. 
BREAK f/W { 
Reps earn cash, free trips. Call Inter- 
Campus 800-327-6013. 
Bahamas Party 
Cruise  $279 
5 days ■ Most Meals • Frw Pariias * Includes Taaes 
Panama $119 
City- Boardwafk. Hoiiflax Inn Surrspree s More 
Jamaica $439 
' 7 Nhghli • Air <- HotEl • Save $1SQ <xi Food & Onnks 
Cancun $399 
7 lights »» + Hotel • Free Food 5 30 Hrs DI Drinlu 
Spring Break Trawl-Out 12 th Year! 
1-800-678-6386 
South Padre 
Cancun lamaicF 
Key West PanamaCityS 
Free Maa! Plan (SPICMIY)        £ 
i    Group Discounts tor 6 or more!    , 
: 800-838-8203 \ 
'WWW. lelsurelours.com J 
mimum 
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 
Nights $2791 Includes Meals & Free 
Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! 
Departs From Florida! Cancun & 
Jamaica $399! springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-67^6386.  
Spring Break Panama City $129! 
Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Next 
To Clubsl 7 Parties-Free Drinks! 
Daytona $149! South Beach $129! 
Cocoa   Beach   $149!   springbreak- 
travel.com 1-800-678-6386  
#1 Spring Break '99 Vacations! Best 
Prices Guaranteed!!! Cancun, Jamaica 
$399, Bahamas $459, Panama City 
Beach $99. Book Now, receive a free 
"Spring Break Uncensored" video!!! 1- 
800-234-7007.  www.endlesssummer- 
tours.com.  
#1 Panama City vacations! Free Parties- 
Jamaica vn 
Sakawas </59 
fl«rwa 
SPRING BREAK 
99 RETREAT: 
MYRTLE BEACH, 
SC 
WHERE BOY MEETS 
GIRL 
•COTTAGES,CONDOS,PRI- 
VATE HOMES 
•$75-$200 per person/ 
week 
HOTTEST PLACE TO BE 
IN 99 
•CALL FOR FREE 
BROCHURE 
•800-645-3618 OR 
WWW.RETREAT- 
MYRTLEBEACH.COM 
CAMPUS PEPS WANTED 
APPLY ONLINE '. 
1800 234 7007 
SPRING BREAK BEACHES Daytona, 
Panama City, Padre, Miami, Cancun, 
Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best hotels, 
prices, parties. Browse www.icpt.com. 
ACT NOW! CALL FOR BEST SPRING 
BREAK PRICES TO SOUTH PADRE 
(FREE MEALS) KEYWEST, CANCUN, 
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, PANAMA CITY. 
REPS NEEDED... TRAVEL FREE, EARN 
CASH. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 
WWW.LEISURE TOURS.COM/800- 
838-8203. 
FORSALE ~ 
Clemson University, walk or bicycle 
to campus. 2 Bedroom, 2 bath 
condo, completely furnished, includ- 
ing washer and dryer. $65,500. Call 
800-949-5615 or 864-654-8671. 
Graduation Gifts. Beautiful 14K jew- 
elry for a lifetime of memories. 
www.collegiatecoinjewelry.com. 
Desk,   Recliner,  table  w/6  chairs, 
654-2400. Misc, radio console. 
HEIPWAMTEP"" 
NO GIMMICKS EXTRA INCOME NOW! 
ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600-$800 every 
week. Free Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 1375 Coney Island 
Ave Brooklyn, New York 11230. . 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT 
Workers earn up to $2,000+/month 
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel! 
Land-Tour jobs up to $5,000- 
$7,000/summer. Ask us how! 517- 
336-4235 Ext. C53811.  
Summer on Hilton Head Island! 
Shore Beach Service needs life- 
guards for summer season. 
(843)785-3494 
www.shorebeach.com.  
Spring/Summer Internships-College 
Directory Publishing-Gain Valuable busi- 
ness experience while earning up to 
$8,000 this summer selling yellow page 
advertising for your campus telephone 
directory. Great Resume Booster for 
mkt/sales/public relations. No experi- 
ence needed. Call 1-800466-2221 ext. 
227 or visit our web-site @ campusdi- 
rectory.com.  
SUMMER CAMP JOBS. 
LAND/WATER SPORTS. ADIRON- 
DACK MOUNTAINS/LAKE PLACID. 
VISIT US www.raquettelake.com. 1- 
800-786-8373.  
Bilinguals.  Above Average  Income. 
(864)6390910.  
FREE RADIO + $1250! Fundraiser 
open to student groups & organiza- 
tions. Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app. 
We supply all materials at no cost. 
Call for info or visit our website. 
Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby 
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 x 65. 
www.ocmconcepts.com. 
SUMMER CAMP! Seeks STAFF with 
deep commitment to CHRIST. Rock 
climbing, riding, mountain biking, 
swimming, Whitewater canoeing arts, 
backpacking, high ropes course, ten- 
nis, cooks...more. KAHDALEA-girls. 
CHOSATONGA-boys, 2500 Morgan 
Mill Road, Brevard, North Carolina, 
28712. (828) 884-6834. 
khd alea@citcom .net.  
Earn $$ part-time marketing new E- 
Commerce site. (864)294-5142 or e- 
mail jc.dc@cwix.com for details. 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at home. 
No   experience.   INFO   1-504-646- 
1700 DEPT. SC-5158.  
Summer Camp Staff. Blue Ridge 
Mts. Must be 18 years old and older. 
From 6/3/99-7/31/99. Pay nego- 
tiable. Room and Board Included. 
Call Todd Shealy at 1-800-277-2724 
or 864-2333363.  
Camp Merrie-Woode, Sapphire, NC. 
Enjoy a fun summer living, working and 
playing with kids in the great outdoors. 
Cabin & activity counselors, riding 
instructor & trip leader positions for all 
girls camp. Avail: 5/31-8/15/9. For 
application information 828-743-3300 
or sid@merriewoode.com. 
FORRENT ~~ 
STUDIO 1&2 BEDROOM APTS; 
LEASING BY SEMESTER OR YEAR 
AT MODERATE RENTS IN CLEMSON; 
ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL 
LEASES! CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET & 
PRIVATE.   CALL   DON(OLD   MAN) 
FELDMAN 654-5483.  
HOUSE IN CLEMSON: 4 BEDROOM 2 
BATH $1160/M0NTH. 653-3512. 
Don't Wait! Call Nowl Daniel Square 
Fall '99. Call Greg at (864)467-0987 
or greg@parismountain.com.  
Apartment For Rent. Burton 
Properties. 1 and 2 Bedroom. 653- 
7717 or 653-5506. After hours 888- 
0200 or 647-2268 or 654-3444. 
Clemson, Pendleton, Seneca, 
Central, 2, 3, & 4 BR Houses & Apts. 
$350-$900/mth. 6394509.  
FOR RENT. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH 
CONDO'S FULLY FURNISHED 
INCLUDING WASHER, DRYER, 
DESKS IN EACH BEDROOM, POOL, 
PARKING, PLUS MORE. CALL 
GEORGE     SIMMONS     (864)224- 
0593.  
RENT 3BR/2.5BA APT! Available 
Summer/Fall Semesters 1999. New 
Fridge/W/D! Walk to Campus! 
$940/mo. Call 864-297-3694! 
Grab a foursome now! Be first for 
99-00. Furnished 4Bdrm-2Bath 
#223 University Terrace. Owner: 
Greenville. (864)244-7462, or good- 
luck3@hotmail.com.  
Roommates Wanted: Clemson Court 
I. Walking distance to campus. 
Washer/Dryer. Available August. 2 
males. $200 each per month. Call: 
654-0099 or 654-0003. 
ANNOUNCEMENT? 
ACC TOURNAMENT. SBUYING ALLS 
TOP    DOLLAR     PAID!     BUY/SELL.'" 
GEORGE STRAIT. NASCAR. NSYNC. 1- 
800-846-2407. 
www.acctoumament.com.  
There is someone very special to me 
at Clemson, that I don't get to see 
very much. She is on the Clemson 
Rowing Team. All of the girls have 
been working extremely hard and I 
just wanted to wish them the best of 
luck in all of their upcoming tourna- 
ments. Jason Tucker. 
Heritage Pointe 
* 
* 
Stove 
Refrigeratar 
Didwasher 
Microwave 
WfDOmmctiom 
laundryRoom 
ColJ 653-7717 
After Hours: 654-3444 . 8S8-02OCU 647-2266 
A Burton Properties Community 
* 
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Well, this is it. The last time I'll ever get to write a 
sports column in this fine newspaper. I guess, in a 
way, this is my senior night. (Although I don't 
think I'll get the same response that Tom, Tony, Terrell 
and O got.) 
Anyway, I'm finding it kind of difficult to pick just one 
thing to right about. So I've decided to do a cornucopia- 
type thing and blend a whole bunch of stuff together. 
This is basically all of the stuff that I don't agree with, 
don't like, or just pisses me off. All right, here we go. 
Two weeks ago, Roger Clemens was traded to the 
Yankees. Now this gets to me in two different ways. First 
off, I hate the Yankees and it makes me sick to see the 
Rocket in those pinstripes. 
Secondly, this is another case of the rich getting richer. 
And in baseball, this is getting to be really old. 
So, let me see if I've got this straight. The Yankees get 
Clemens. The Dodgers pick up Kevin Brown. 
The Orioles land Albert Belle. And the Pittsburgh 
Pirates get Manny Ramirez. Well, maybe not, but I think 
you got my point. 
There are just a handful of clubs that can pour out the 
cash each off-season and reload. This is ruining the com- 
petitive nature of the game. 
The solution is a salary cap. And if they don't find one 
soon, get ready for another exciting work stoppage! 
Okay, now on to a more local subject, since the editor- 
in-chief here was stressing local and wanted the lead edi- 
torial to be local. 
I just think that you have got to be crazy to leave a guy 
like Terrell Mclntyre off the All-ACC First team. He is a 
senior and this was his last shot. 
Two years ago, he was a second team selection. This 
year, he was a second team selection. That's not progress, 
and Boogie has improved since his sophomore year. 
The fat lady has sung 
You may say that Ed Cota and William Avery are better. 
Well, the fact of the matter is, I don't agree. 
He has to do it all game in and game out. And he never 
takes an off night. He's the epitome of consistency. He may 
not have a perfect shooting night each game, but he'll 
make up for it by creating for his teammates or by stepping 
it up on the defensive end. 
If Georgia Tech's Bobby Cremins had a say, you can bet 
the farm Mclntyre would make the team. 
"He's a great player and a great story. He wasn't like a 
Stephon Marbury or Kenny Anderson. He wasn't heavily 
recruited," Cremins said. "But with him on that team, 
Clemson can play with anybody." 
So how good is he, Coach Cremins? 
"Can he play in the NBA?" Cremins 
responded. "Yes, yes he can definitely 
play in the NBA." Case closed. 
Okay now, I'm running short on 
space. Should we talk about the 
Braves, wrestling or NASCAR? 
Tough choice. 
Okay, we'll go with my all-time 
favorite: professional wrestling. (Sorry 
Braves' fans.) I hate to do this, since it's 
not a sport and it's in the "sports" section, but rules were 
made to be broken. 
What's the deal with this Monday Night Nitro thing? 
Whether it's in class, on residence halls, from friends, I 
hear about this wrestling craze constantly. "Are you 
watching Nitro?' they ask. Most of the time I just laugh. 
What are they, like 13-years old or something? 
But there are people of all ages that watch this junk. 
And, it's not a redneck thing. I know people from all 
over who like this stuff. And, yes, they're all guys. 
On that note, what is so exciting about watching a 
bunch of half-naked guys chasing each other around a 
ring, trying to grab one another? I just don't get it. 
I guess every wrestling fan went crazy when they heard 
that Jesse "The Body" Ventura was elected governor of 
Minnesota. Hey, maybe the guy will do a good job, but do 
people really take him seriously? 
I was in johnstone earlier this semester when I wasn't 
surprised to find the hall loud, as they cheered on these 
half-naked, unathletic, talentless goofs. I don't think I 
heard the same amount of enthusiasm at any Clemson 
games. 
But don't kid yourselves into thinking this is a sport. 
This isn't even wrestling. In competitive wresting, the out- 
come isn't decided before the fight. There is actual compe- 
tition involved. This Nitro wrestling is the- 
ater, and bad theater at that. 
Did you ever see these guys before the 
fight, trying to intimidate their opponent? 
The're pounding their chests like some sort 
of caged animal, barking and growling into 
the camera. 
You could probably find the same enter- 
tainment at your local zoo. Or on The Jerry 
Springer Show. 
Speaking of which, didn't Jerry Springer used to be the 
mayor of Cincinnati? 
All right, let's get this straight: Jesse Ventura is a gover- 
nor, Jerry Springer was a mayor, and Bill Clinton is our cur- 
rent president. Fm thinking Dennis Rodman might make 
a good Surgeon General. And maybe he can bring Carmen 
Electra along. 
That's my story, and I'm sticking to it. Gone. 
Ryan Lawrence is a senior majoring in speech and commu- 
nications. E-mail comments to sports@tiger.clemson.edu. 
Ryan Lawrence 
senior staff 
writer 
TECH FROM BACK PAGE 
In the last few minutes of the half, 
Mclntyre knocked down a pair of 
threes and Wideman drilled a jump 
shot from 15-feet out. 
When the half was over, the 
Tigers had a commanding 46-22 
lead. 
But when they returned, the real 
fun began. 
After securing their lead most of 
the second half with their defense, 
the seniors decided to try some new 
moves out. Although it was their last 
game at home, they were looking for 
some firsts to add to their Littlejohn 
legacy. 
"There wasn't much time left and 
the score was a wide margin," 
Mclntyre explained. "So we just tried 
to have a little fun and gives guys a 
chance to do some things they 
haven't done." 
Wideman for three? Well, almost. 
The 6T0" center, who is not 
known for his shooting touch, pulled 
up for a three-pointer at the top of the 
key. Although the shot did not drop, 
Wideman received a warm applause 
from the Clemson faithful for his 
entertaining effort. 
"When the game was winding 
down we didn't want to come out just 
yet, so we were saying to coach 'One 
more play,'" Wideman said. "I thought 
it was going in, I don't know how it 
didn't go in." 
Alley-oop to Mclntyre? Well, 
almost. 
The Tigers' 5'9" point guard lurked 
around the baseline and then darted 
to the basket, leaped into the air and 
received an alley-oop attempt from 
Jurkunas. 
Like Wideman's three, Mclntyre 
came up just short on his highlight 
attempt. 
Jamison wanted to get his shot at 
a three-pointer too, but the Big O was 
already on the bench when the the- 
atrics started. 
"I was real jealous, because the 
play was designed for me to get a trey 
ball," Jamison said. 
With two minutes remaining, the 
seniors were all on the bench watch- 
ing the Tigers of tomorrow. Shyatt 
had a line up of freshman and walk- 
ons on the floor as the game clock 
winded down. 
J.D. Powell, a walk-on from 
Westminster, capped the win with a 
three-pointer. The crowd erupted 
after Powell picked up the first three 
points in his Clemson career. 
When it was all said and done, the 
Tigers had put on an entertaining 
show for their fans and ended the 
second half of their ACC season 4-4. 
Interested in computers? 
That's all it takes! 
Join ResNet 
Resnet is now hiring 
for Fall 1999 
Resnet Computer Consultants 
& Support Desk Consultants 
Please attend one of our 
mandatory Informational Meetings: 
March 8 @ 8:00 P.M. in Brackett 100 
March 10 @ 8:00 P.M. in Daniel 100b 
Deposit your Resume 
in the drop box outside 
200 Mell Hall by March 12, 1999. 
http://www.housing.clemson.edu/resnet/recruit 
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In their third victory over the 
Wolfpack, the Lady Tigers floun- 
dered offensively, shooting 31.7 per- 
cent from the field on their way to 
scoring a season low. The Wolfpack 
only managed to hit 34.6 percent 
led by Summer Erb, who plagued 
Clemson with 15 points. With six 
minutes remaining, Clemson went 
on a 10-1 run, but NC State (16-11) 
hung in there to close up the half 
28-26. 
The Lady Tigers had problems in 
bounding the ball and were forced 
to take a full time out during second 
half action. Clemson recovered by 
consistently playing hard-nosed 
defense to survive down the stretch. 
With a torn ACL and six stitch- 
es to the chin, Erin Batth played 
some quality minutes for the Tigers, 
making a critical basket to close out 
a 9-0 Clemson run with 5:05 left, 
putting Clemson up 45-40. The 
Wolfpack rallied to tie but never 
again lead. "She [Batth] is one of the 
gutsiest young ladies I've ever 
coached," said Davis. "She is better 
on one leg than a lot of people are 
on two." The Wolfpack had one last 
chance. Trapped in a double team, 
Kristen Gillespie, put up an off-bal- 
ance three at the buzzer that fell 
four feet short of the basket. 
"We played good defense when 
we had to," said Umoh. "I think our 
defense in the last 10 seconds was 
the best defense we played the 
whole game." The Wolfpack desper- 
ately needed a victory to qualify for 
the upcoming NCAA tournament. 
"We said going into the game 
that NC State had a great deal to 
play for, and they didn't leave any- 
thing on the court," said Davis. "I 
promise you, it was a war." However, 
the battle wasn't yet won. Clemson 
faced a poised and rested Duke 
squad in the semifinals. 
Number eight Duke (24-6) may 
boast the top offense in the league, 
but Clemson's hallmark defense 
ousted the top seed 76-71. "I think 
this win speaks a lot for our 
defense," said Geren who led scor- 
ing with 18 points. "Every year in 
the tournament we play outstand- 
ing defense to get into the finals." 
Umoh came up with some key 
defensive plays on her way to gath- 
ering 17 points, six rebounds and 
five steals. Blassingame score 13 
points and Anderson added 12 
Eoints. Midway through the first 
alf, Duke went four and a half 
minutes without a bucket, allow- 
ing Clemson to build a 43-36 half 
time lead. With 5:22 remaining in 
the game Umoh drew a charge 
from Georgia Schweitzer that 
would have cut the lead to one. The 
Duke bench exploded, prompting a 
technical foul. 
Umoh secured the win by steal- 
ing an inbounds pass intended for 
Hillary Howard with 10.1 seconds 
remaining. Umoh was fouled and 
connected on both free throws. 
"I caught Hillary off guard, as 
well as their post player," said 
Umoh. "I was reading her eyes. If 
she hadn't thrown a bounce pass, I 
wouldn't have been able to steal it. 
Thank God she did that because I 
got the steal." 
Like the earlier battle in 
Littlejohn, Clemson successfully 
stopped Duke's three-point attack. 
The Devils were 4-for-13 compared 
to the Lady Tigers who went 8-for- 
13 from behind the arc. Geren, who 
was awarded Player of the Game, hit 
a crucial three-point bomb to put 
Clemson up 68-61 at the 3:46 mark. 
Clemson's tight man-to-man 
defense forced the ball inside to Van 
Gorp who scored 19 points com- 
pared to her 35 points in their last 
meeting. With an official NCAA 
bid in tow the Lady Tigers will rely 
on their talented seniors to make it 
through March. 
"All four of our seniors have pro- 
vided great leadership all year 
long," said Davis. 
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AT0 FROM BACK PAGE 
something I had planned. It just 
happened along the way", said 
Modibo. In Trinidad, track and field 
competition is a major spectator 
sport. Huge arenas are filled for 
track meets. Ato started running in 
competitions at the age of six. He 
realized he was fast when at the age 
of six he was leaving 12 year olds in 
his dust. White describes Ato has 
having a "killer instinct." 
"Ato is really into track, hard- 
working, and has a desire to be 
great," said White. Ato will be com- 
peting this weekend in the national 
track and field championships in 
Indianapolis. He will be competing 
in the 400m as well as the 4x400m 
relay. He is going into nationals with 
the fastest time in the 400m. He is 
the only freshman in the event and 
the only freshman ranked number 
one in any event. Although he has 
the fastest time going into the event, 
he is not favored to win. 
Ato is relatively new to the 
indoor level and is still quite small 
in size compared to the other more 
experienced athletes. "I am very 
small in size, but I don't let that 
break me down," said Modibo. 
The 400m is a very physical 
race because one can change lanes, 
therefore strength is important for 
position in the race. Modibo, along 
with Charles Allen, Kenny 
Franklin and Davidson Gill, make 
up the 4x400m relay team. Modibo 
runs the anchor leg of the relay. 
This position is usually given to a 
strong, experienced runner, but 
Modibo had the best time and was 
placed in that position. They posted 
a time of 3:09.66 to win the ACC 
Championship. The real team 
improved their time to 3:08.24, this 
past weekend in the USA Indoor 
Championships in Atlanta. They 
head to nationals this weekend 
with the sixth-fastest time in the 
nation. 
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE, 
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT. 
Think about supporting yourself 
for twenty-five, thirty years or 
longer in retirement. It might be the 
greatest financial test you'll ever face. 
Fortunately, you have two valuable 
assets in your favor: time and tax deferral. 
The key is to begin saving now. 
Delaying your decision for even a year or 
two can have a big impact on the amount 
of income you 11 have when you retire. 
What's the simplest way to get started? 
Save in pretax dollars and make the most 
of tax deferral. There's simply no more 
painless or powerful way to build a 
comfortable and secure tomorrow. 
SRAs and IRAs makes it easy. 
SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from 
TIAA-CREF - and our range of IRAs 
offer smart and easy ways to build the 
extra income your pension and Social 
Security benefits may not cover. They're 
backed by the same exclusive investment 
choices, low expenses, and personal 
service that have made TIAA-CREF the 
retirement plan of choice among America s 
education and research communities. 
Call I 800 842-2776 and find OMI for 
yourself how easy it is to put yourself 
through retirement when you have time 
and TIAA-CREF on your side. 
www.tlaa-cjref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it!" 
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Tiger baseball strands several in the dry desert 
► Clemson wins only two 
out of five games over the 
weekend at Coors Classic. 
CHRISTOPHER KISCO 
staff writer 
The baseball team headed west 
in the UNIV/Coors Desert Classic 
to solidify their early season reputa- 
tion as one of the nation's strongest 
teams. Instead the Tigers returned 
home with mixed results after a 
trio of disappointing losses. 
The Tigers headed to Las Vegas 
the 12th best team in America 
according to one coach's poll. After 
compiling a 2-3 record during the 
weekend tournament, the team fell 
to 22nd overall. The tournament, 
which also featured Creighton, 
Washington, UNLV and   Nevada, 
featured every imaginable scenario 
for a baseball fan. 
In the tournament opener, the 
Tigers outlasted the Washington 
Huskies 13-12 in a game which fea- 
tured five lead changes and ten dif- 
ferent pitchers. Kurt Bultmann led 
the offensive attack as he hit two 
home runs and contributed seven 
RBIs. 
Clemson entered the top of the 
sixth trailing 6-3 before the Tigers' 
offense ignited for seven runs. 
Bultmann's second home run of 
the day was launched in the sev- 
enth inning and gave the Tigers a 
13-8 lead. Washington came back 
in the bottom half of the inning 
and put the tying run at the plate. 
Left fielder Casey Stone pre- 
vented the tying run from scoring 
when he threw out a Washington 
runner at the plate. 
The Huskies threatened again 
the final inning, but Tiger hurler 
Thomas Boozer induced a double 
play ball to end the game and earn 
Boozer his first save of the year. 
The Tigers couldn't capitalize on 
the momentum of Thursday's vic- 
tory and lost both games the fol- 
lowing day. 
The first game lacked the offen- 
sive fireworks of the previous con- 
test as the Creighton Blue Jays used 
three pitchers to hold the Tigers to 
six hits and secure a 4-3 win. Brian 
Adams pitched well for eight 
innings, but still picked up the loss 
for the Tigers. The offensive strug- 
gled with 9 men left on base. 
Game three against host UNLV 
saw the 3-10 Rebels rally with three 
runs in the top of the 10th inning 
after-; Clemson (4-2) took an 11-9 
lead in the 10th to win 12-11. 
Eliott Sarabia's single to the left 
field fence with two outs won the 
game for the Rebels. UNLV (4-10) 
was led by Ryan Hamill, who hit 
three homers and had seven RBIs. 
Hamill had not homered through 
13 Rebel games. The Tigers were 
down 5-0 before scoring nine runs 
in the fifth inning. Steve Reba (0-1) 
pitched 4.0 innings in relief, but 
suffered the loss. Clemson left 14 
men on base, including 13 in the 
first eight innings. Clemson lost for 
the third straight game in game 
four against Nevada. 
The Tigers (4-3) were led by 
Khalil Greene, who had three hits 
in five at bats, including an inside- 
the-park home run. Nevada (10-5) 
scored in only two innings and was 
led by catcher Matt Ortiz, who had 
two hits and four RBIs. Boozer (1-1) 
took the loss. 
The tournament concluded for 
the Tigers on Sunday night as the 
Tigers redeemed their earlier loss to 
Creighton with a 13-10 win. The 
Tigers trailed 8-2 after the fifth 
inning before unleashing a relent- 
less assault on the Blue Jays. 
After the dust settled the Tigers 
scored 11 consecutive runs in four 
innings. Creighton managed to 
post two runs in the top of the 
ninth before Tiger hurler Ryan 
Mottl closed the door. 
Mottl had previously been used 
on Thursday's slugfest but lasted 
only two innings. 
He entered Sunday's game trail- 
ing 7-2, but pitched 71/3 innings of 
relief to pick up the win. Jason 
Harris was 3-for-5 in the game with 
a double, home run and four RBI's. 
Henri Stanley was 4-4 with four 
RBI's and three runs scored. 
Track and field prepares for national championships in Indiana 
► Clemson team preparesforthe 
next level of competition. 
HEATHER WALKER 
staff writer 
The national championships are here for 
the men and women of Clemson track and 
field, and many athletes on both teams 
increased their chances of representing 
Clemson in the nationals as they competed in 
the Last Chance Meet and the USA Indoor 
Championships this weekend. 
The Clemson men competed in the Last 
Chance Meet on Friday at Virginia Tech and 
brought Clemson several first place wins. 
Junior Shawn Crawford won the 60m with a 
time of 6.70, and senior Esteban Diaz won the 
mile with a time of 4:06.12. Freshman Doug 
Ameigh won the high jump at 611". 
The women participated in the Last 
Chance Meet on Friday at Indiana University. 
Freshmen Erin Nett and Mandy McLane 
competed in the pole vault event. While nei- 
ther improved her existing mark on the 
NCAA Provisional List, both athletes contin- 
ue to be competitive in the event as Nett is 
22nd in the nation in the pole vault and 
McLane is 29th. 
At the USA Indoor Championships in 
Atlanta on Saturday, the men's team contin- 
ued to produce strong performances. 
Sophomore Sultan Tucker placed second in 
the 60m hurdles with a time of 7.76, which 
ranks him sixth nationally. The 4x400m 
relay team of Charles Allen, Kenny Franklin, 
Davidson Gill and Ato Modibo ran a time of 
3:08.24, which is the sixth fastest time in the 
nation this season. 
The women also competed in the USA 
Indoor Championships where sophomore 
Jamine Moton had a mark of 50'11" in the shot 
put, which is a 1'9" improvement over her 
ACC leading mark. She was the number two 
collegiate performer at this championship 
and is tied for 12th in the nation in the shot 
put, which will qualify her for the nationals. 
Women's Head Coach Ron Garner said, "I 
was very pleased with the way [Moton] went 
in and handled herself. She was focused 
throughout the competition. I feel this was 
the best meet of her college career." 
At the national championships this week- 
end in Indianapolis, Ind., the Clemson men 
will once again be entering in as the ACC 
Champions. Men's Head Coach Bob Pollock 
said that they have five events covered this 
year, whereas they only had three events last 
year. 
"It's going to be a tough meet. Anything 
T0MTERRIFIC 
can happen at a championship meet," he said. 
"But everybody, with the exception of the 
freshmen, have been to the NCAA, so we've 
got experience." "Experience" is putting it 
lightly. The men's team has won the ACC 
Championship for the past three years, and 
with the win this 
year came the hon- 
ors of the Most 
Valuable Athlete, 
Freshman of the 
Year, Coach of the 
Year (for the-sev- 
enth time), and 
seven athletes who 
qualified for the 
NCAA. 
The women, 
who finished sec- 
ond in the ACC 
Championships, 
also hope to be well 
represented for the 
nationals. Garner 
said that at this 
point in time four 
are assured spots in 
the NCAA for the 
women's team. 
Several others are 
"on the bubble." 
Representing the men in the NCAA will 
be Shawn Crawford (200m), Ato Modibo 
(400m), Sultan Tucker (60m hurdles), Bryan 
Williams (triple jump) and the 4x400m relay 
team of Allen, Franklin, Gill and Modibo. 
a TMMAS/photo editor 
PRIDE: Holding his number proudly, Tom Wideman stands 
with Coach Larry Shayatt before Sunday'sgame. 
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Clemson men prepare to apply heat in ACC tournament 
► Tiger Town gets ready for 
another exciting weekend of 
championship hoops. 
BRIAN PEARCE 
,     staff writer  
It's March and that means it's 
ACC Tournament time. Time for 
the Clemson basketball team to 
f '*     make up for a long, disappointing 
season with a victorious run in the 
league championship tournament. 
Clemson comes into this year's 
*     tournament on a definite roll. The 
Tigers are winners of three of their 
last five games, the three victories 
all in blowout fashion. The two loss- 
es were both road losses to top five 
ranked teams, Duke and Maryland. 
Some publications say that two vic- 
,     tories in the tournament may put 
the Tigers on the NCAA bubble, 
I   i    but the Tigers have surely locked 
up an NIT berth. 
» Coming into the tournament, 
Head Coach Larry Shyatt has to be 
happy with the resurgence of his 
post players. Seniors Harold 
Jamison and Tom Wideman have 
both stepped up the defense inside 
as the season has progressed. 
Sophomore Adam Allenspach 
came alive in the season finale 
against Georgia Tech and shut 
down league scoring leader Jason 
Collier. 
Also coming alive as the season 
has rolled on have been forwards 
Tony Christie and Andrius 
Jurkunas. Christie, who has been 
stifled by a back injury, has finally 
found his form from last year and is 
giving the Tigers significant min- 
utes. Jurkanas has become a rifle- 
man from three-point land and 
gives the Tigers a definite three- 
point threat. 
The shooting percentages of 
these two players could be key in 
how deep in the tournament the 
Tigers go. 
One would think that Clemson 
would be miserable with being the 
seventh seed in a nine-team tourna- 
ment, yet it sets up well for the 
Tigers. Clemson's first game will be 
Thursday night at 7 p.m. against 
Florida State. The Tigers split the 
series with the Seminoles this year, 
but Florida State barely got by in 
their victory and the Tigers utterly 
demolished FSU a few weeks ago. 
Florida State is also riding a seven- 
game losing streak coming into the 
tournament. 
Key for the Tigers against 
Florida State will be the play of 
Terrell Mclntyre. Mclntyre has had 
two. spectacular games against 
Florida State this season and the 
Tigers will surely need a third great 
game in order to move on in the 
tournament. 
If the Tigers are able to get by the, 
Seminoles they would fdce 
Maryland on Friday afternoon at 2 
p.m. The Terrapins are a formidable 
opponent, but Clemson has shown 
they are able to battle with them. 
Maryland was able to thunder by 
Clemson in their last match up, but 
the Tigers took the Terps into over- 
time when the two met in Tiger 
town. 
The favorite for this year's tour- 
nament is unquestionably the 
number one rated Duke Blue 
Devils. Duke has been seemingly 
unstoppable this season, going 
undefeated in conference play. The 
Tigers played two good halves 
against the Blue Devils but unfortu- 
nately they also played two bad 
halves and Duke blew the Tigers 
away in both meetings. 
Perennial power UNC seems to 
be having a down year despite 
being seeded third in the ACC 
Tournament. The loss of Vince 
Carter and Antawn Jamison has 
left a very young team in Chapel 
Hill that is untested in the pressure 
of tournament play. UNC still has 
two superstars in point guard Ed 
Cota and forward Ademola 
Okulaja, and the Tar Heels could 
make a run of their own in the tour- 
nament. 
It is pretty much pot luck with 
the rest of the teams in the ACC 
Virginia, Georgia Tech, NC State 
and Wake Forest have all had up 
and down years. 
The ACC is expected to have 
four teams in the NCAA tourna- 
ment, but no one seems to know 
who the fourth team will be. Any of 
these teams or Clemson could easi- 
ly go on a run in the tournament 
and lock themselves in the Big 
Dance. 
It is time to get behind the Tigers 
and cheer them on as the put away 
the disappointment of the regular 
season and look for prosperity in 
the post season. Shyatt's team is 
hoping to follow the lead of the 
Lady Tigers and bring home an 
ACC championship to Tiger Town. 
Baseball team returns to Tiger Field and suffers a tough loss to The Citadel 
► Clemson could not hold an early 
lead against the Bulldogs causing 
themtofall,18-15. 
Louis GARMENMA 
 sports editor  
The Clemson baseball team found leaving 
Las Vegas tough as it returned to Tiger Field 
and dropped an 18-15 decision The Citadel on 
a windy Wednesday afternoon. The Citadel 
scored 14 unanswered runs to stun Clemson 
and improve to 4-5. The 19th-ranked Tigers 
fell to 6-4. 
This was the team's first game since a 
weekend trip to the UNLV/Coors Desert 
Classic, and it appeared a victory was well in 
hand early. The Tigers got on the board in the 
first inning after The Citadel scored a run in 
the first on Aaron Haigler's RBI single to left 
field. 
Brian Wiley, who led the nation in strike- 
outs "per nine innings pitched in "98 and 
entered the game with a 2.16 ERA, walked 
the bases loaded and allowed seven runs in 
0.2 innings. 
Khalil Greene, the Tigers' hottest hitter to 
start the.season, drove in the first two runs 
with a single up the middle. Brian Ellis later 
cleared the bases with a double down the 
right field line. 
Kurt Bultmann led off the second inning 
with a double to left center. It was the senior's 
,64 th double as a Tiger, which moved him 
tnto second place all-time in the Clemson 
Lxordbooks. 
Bultmann, who added his 65th double 
■tter in the game, trails only Gary Burnham 
(1994-97), who hit 77 career two-baggers. The 
Tigers added two runs in the second and 
three runs in both the third and the fourth 
innings to take a 15-4 lead heading into the 
fifth. 
But the Citadel rallied with seven runs. 
Philip Hartig led off with a homer to left cen- 
ter. Jay Morgan drove in the second run with 
a double to left center and David Griffin fol- 
lowed with a two-run double, his first colle- 
giate hit. 
Stuart Jordan drove in another run with 
an RBI single to left field. Hartig then singled 
up the middle to drive in two more runs. The 
Citadel scored another run in the sixth and 
cut the Tiger lead to 15-12. 
The sun then began to set both literally 
and figuratively for Clemson. 
The Bulldogs, who entered the game hit- 
ting just .248 as a team, took the lead with 
five runs as darkness descended. Aaron 
Haigler doubled to left center, plating two 
runs, to cut the Tiger lead to just 15-14, and 
back-to-back-to-back RBI singles by Michael 
Harris, Morgan, and Griffin gave the 
Bulldogs a 17-15 lead. 
Meanwhile, the Clemson offense stalled. 
After scoring 15 runs in the first four innings, 
Bulldog righthander Jay Morgan cooled the 
hot Tiger bats, allowing no runs and just 
three hits in the final five innings to earn the 
win. Reliever Thomas Boozer (1-2) suffered 
the loss. 
Every Citadel starter had at least one hit 
on a day that saw the wind keep many batted 
balls from leaving the ballpark. Hartig and 
Harris had four hits apiece, and Morgan and 
Griffin had four RBIs apiece. 
The Tigers were led at the plate by fresh- 
man Greene, who had three hits and four 
RBIs. Henri Stanley, Bultmann, and Justin 
Singleton also had three hits apiece. 
Clemson will play host to Liberty on- 
Friday, March 5 and Saturday, March 6. The 
Friday game will begin at 3 p.m. 
This Saturday, the two teams will battle it 
out on Tiger Field in a doubleheader begin- 
ning at 12 p.m. 
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HUDDLE UP: Coachjack Leggett has a chat with his infield during Wednesday afternoon's 
game against The Citadel. 
Women's Basketball -I told you so! 
PHfc'ways try to be a good sport when I'm 
! Sfllght about something, but I can't help 
rubbing it in a little this time. 
A few weeks ago, I wrote a column about 
the exciting and spectacular sport known 
as women's basketball here at Clemson. 
Many folks didn't share my sentiments 
about our wonder women in Littlejohn: 
Well, it's time for me to add a little ammo to 
my previous argument, because our ladies 
just took the city of Charlotte by storm. 
On Monday night, the Clemson 
women's basketball team met the North 
Carolina Tarheels (talk about a battle of 
good vs. evil) in Charlotte's Independence 
Arena for the ACC championship game, 
and it will forever live as an unforgettable 
night in Clemson sports history. 
The ladies had made it to the title game 
by squeezing by a tough NC State team and 
upsetting Duke (oh, did I mention we're the 
only ACC team to beat Duke this year?). It 
was their fourth straight ACC 
Championship appearance, and they had- 
n't brought home the title since 1996, so this 
year the ladies were due for a win. And I 
can't think of a better team to battle in the 
end. 
My companions and I took our nose- 
bleed seats next to three squealing Tarheel 
girls who had probably taken a wrong turn 
on the way to a Backstreet Boys concert. As 
the game got underway and the two talent- 
ed teams fought neck and neck, we strug- 
gled to drown out the UNC fans surround- 
ing us. By halftime, the Tarheels had 
jumped out to a 43-36 lead with no sign of 
easing up on our Tigers. Extreme squealing 
ensued, but our small group had faith in 
our ladies. 
When the second half began, the Lady 
Tigers came alive. They surged back to tie 
the game and pandemonium 
reigned for fans of both teams. 
Somehow we found the voices 
to drown out the UNC fans 
that outnumbered us. 
Erin Batth began to rip the 
Tarheels with her inside play. 
Natasha Anderson was snag- 
ging down offensive 
rebounds. Itoro Umoh was 
penetrating the Tar heel 
defense and finding teammates for inside 
buckets. 
However, the Clemson crowd came alive 
at the 7:51 mark in the second half when 
Angie Cossey knocked down what could 
have been the biggest shot in the game. On 
a Tiger fast break, Umoh started to pene- 
trate into the lane, but then dished the ball 
back out to Cossey beyond the three-point 
line. 
She took the open shot and splashed 
down a huge trey, telling everyone in the 
arena that the Tigers were going home with 
a trophy. The three broke the 55-55 tie and 
Clemson never looked back. 
But the nail in the coffin came from 
Umoh at the 447 mark when she drilled a 
25-footer (well beyond the three point line, 
if you must know) to give the Tigers a 69-59 
lead. I could have all day to hit that shot and 
I still wouldn't pull it off, but Umoh made it 
look so easy with just one try. 
By that time, the UNC fans began to 
slowly trickle towards the exits. I'm not 
quite sure what it 
is, but there are few 
things more enjoy- 
ing than watching 
silent Tar Heel fans 
hanging their 
heads after their 
team suffered a 
tragic loss. 
And when it 
was all said and 
done, the Clemson Lady Tigers triumphed 
over the Tarheels, 87-72, and brought home 
their second ACC title in four years. They 
stood proud on the court, collecting their 
trophies with grace and smiles all over as 
ACC commissioner John Swofford congrat- 
ulated them. You know he was upset his 
Tarheels didn't pull one off that night. 
Umoh was awarded the much deserved 
ACC tournament MVP When she received 
her award from Swofford, she cut a back 
flip across the court, much to the dismay of 
Head Coach Jim Davis. 
But the highlight of my night wasn't 
watching the ladies and Coach Davis cut 
down the net, or the Tigers storming the 
court at the final buzzer. No, the best part of 
Monday night (or rather Tuesday morning) 
was waiting for the ladies to return to 
Littlejohn Coliseum. And when they 
arrived, we greeted them with Tiger Rag air 
horns blaring and hugs all around. We 
showed the team our appreciation and they 
showed us theirs. 
This is what basketball is supposed to be 
all about. Something about that night felt so 
right, and I may not feel anything quite like 
it again. 
Our seniors, Umoh, Anderson, Nikki 
Blassingame and Amy Geren, have given us 
four exciting yeas of basketball here at 
Clemson. They should be extremely proud 
of all they have done for us. 
The ladies will have a short time to cele- 
brate their championship before they begin 
their battle in the NCAA tournament. With 
a little luck, Davis and the Lady Tigers will 
get to host one of the regionals here at 
Clemson. 
That's right, it's time for me to nag all of 
you students out there. If Clemson does get 
to host a regional, then let's do our awesome 
Lady Tigers a favor. Let's pack Littlejohn 
and and, show the nation that we have the 
one of the most intimidating places to play. 
And that we most certainly give a damn 
about a very overlooked and very exciting 
sport in college athletics. 
Phillip Caston is a sophomore majoring in 
English. E-mail comments to tiger® clem- 
son.edu. 
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Baseball: Liberty, 3 p<m., Friday, and 12 p.m., Saturday 
Men's Basketball: ACC TcMjrreamerjt ChaHoSe, N.C. 
Baseball: Coastal Carolina, 3 p.m. Tuesday and 3 p.m., Wed. 
Tennis: Furman. 2 p.m. Thursday 
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Wideman looks/or an open 
off Georgia Tech's Alvinjones. 
Ladies take 
home ACC title 
► A Clemson reclaims the title of confer- 
ence champions, snatching it from North 
Carolina 87-72. 
HOLLI ARMSTRONG 
staff writer 
An anxious Tiger bench tightly clasped hands as 
they watched their seniors close out a phenomenal 
era in the ACC. 
Clemson's journey began four years ago when 
the fourth seeded Lady Tigers won their first ACC 
title. This year's team, also seeded fourth, began their 
march down Tobacco Road knocking off NC State, 
Duke and the evasive Tar Heels, 87-72, to be 
crowned the 1999 ACC Champions. 
"Our freshman year we won it and we kept mak- 
ing it to the finals," said 
Itoro Umoh after the NC State game. "This year I 
want to win it. I'm tired of going just to go. It is time 
for us to do something." 
And four seniors did, stopping UNC from claim- 
ing their third straight title in front of a crowd of 
6,021 at Independence Arena in downtown 
Charlotte, N.G 
"I am so proud of the basketball team," said Head 
Coach Jim Davis. "This proves to everyone that we 
have a tremendous basketball program." 
Umoh played 39 minutes to lead the Lady Tigers 
in scoring with 26 points. Natasha Anderson scored 
18 points, Nikki Blassingame contributed 14 points, 
and Angie Cossey came off the bench with 12 
points. 
The Lady Tigers relentlessly pounded the ball 
inside against the Heels, racking up 40 points in the 
paint. UNC (26-6) committed 16 turnovers that 
Clemson converted into 23 points. 
However, the Tar Heels were able to penetrate 
gaps in the Tigers' defense to go on a 18-8 run late in 
the first half to lead 43-36 at halftime. Clemson 
then rallied from nine points down executing a 17-4 
run sparked by three Carolina turnovers. 
The Lady Tigers finished the Heels off sinking 11 
of 12 free throws down the stretch. Clemson 
attempted 42 foul shots compared to UNC's 18. 
"When we won as freshmen. I didn't really 
understand what it meant," said tournament Most 
Valuable Player Umoh. "Now, after going through it 
so many times I do, and it really feels good to come 
out on top." 
In the quarterfinals, the All-ACC duo of Geren 
and Umoh combined for 26 points, as Clemson exe- 
cuted solid defense to narrowly escape NC State 52- 
51. 
"They [NC State] came out so aggressive," said 
Umoh. "We just dodged a bullet." 
SEE ACC, PAGE 17 
Duel against Tech had a bittersweet sting 
► Before sayinggoodbye 
to Littlejohn, Clemson 
seniors lead the Tigers to 
a 92-64 victory. 
RYAN LAWRENCE 
senior staff writer 
Last Sunday afternoon, 
Clemson threw a going away 
party at Littlejohn. Tony 
Christie, Harold Jamison, Tom 
Wideman and Terrell Mclntyre 
ended their collegiate careers in 
Tiger Town with a lopsided 92- 
64 victory over Georgia Tech. 
"That's just how it's sup- 
posed to be," Christie said. 
It was perfect for the senior 
quartet. 
Prior to tip-off, all four were 
honored with framed paintings 
that displayed their orange and 
white numbered jerseys. Coach 
Larry Shyatt was fighting back 
tears as he handed each of his 
seniors the paintings, offered 
them a hug and' handshake, 
and welcomed them into 
Littlejohn for the final time. 
When the pre-game festivi- 
ties were over, Christie, Jamison, 
Wideman and Mclntyre started 
an offensive onslaught that 
never stopped. Andrius 
Jurkunas, who arrived in 
Clemson with the four seniors 
in 1995, and Christie ignited the 
Tiger offense early on. 
Four years ago, Jurkunas 
talked Chrisite into coming to 
Clemson when they both were 
attending St. John's Prospect 
Hall in Maryland. 
After five minutes of play, 
the old high school buddies 
gave the home team a 16-5 
advantage. 
Jurkunas knocked down a 
pair of three pointers and 
scored eight early points. He 
finished perfect on the night: 5- 
of-5 from the field, 2-of-2 on 
three-pointers, and 2-of-2 from 
the free throw line. 
Christie accounted for the 
other half of the Tigers' 16. 
points, with a three-pointer, an 
alley-oop dunk, and a leaning 
drive that resulted in a three- 
point play. 
Mclntyre, Wideman and, 
sophomore Adam Allenspach 
also got in the scoring mix dur- 
ing a 10-2 run and then Christie; 
drilled another three to give the 
Tigers a 32-15 lead. 
Christie ended his Clemson 
career in style, recording his 
first double-double of the sea- 
son with 16 points and 10 
boards. Fellow senior Terrell 
Mclntyre also notched a dou- 
ble-double with 22 points and 
10 assists. 
Allenspach came off the 
bench and scored 14 points in 
14 minutes on 5-of-6 shooting 
from the field and 4-of-4 from 
the charity strip. More impres- 
sive, however, was Allenspach's 
handling of Georgia Tech 
seven-foot center Jason Collier. 
Allenspach showed a bit of 
a mean streak during the first 
half as he shoved Collier 
around to get in position under 
the boards. When Collier's 
arms got tied up in 
Allenspach's, the Tigers' sopho- 
more center swung his hands 
free and Collier crashed onto 
the floor. Although the move 
closely resembled a wrestling 
technique, no foul was called. 
Last month in Atlanta, 
Collier led the Yellow Jackets to 
victory with a game-high 25 
points. On Sunday, Allenspach 
and the Tigers defense held 
Collier to 14 points on 5-of-15 
shooting. 
SEE TECH, PAGE 16 
[FRESHMAN HERO] 
ADAM THOMAS/plioto editor 
PREPARATIONS: Ato Modido stretches before practice Tuesday afternoon. Modido holds the fastest time in the 400 meter 
event in the country. 
TRACK STAR 
Clemson's new talent is breakingall the records 
SARAH MOLL 
assistant sports editor 
Did you know we have a national 
hero in the Clemson student 
body? Well, a national hero in the 
country of Trinidad that is. Ato Modibo, 
a freshman track athlete, is the number 
one 400-meter distance sprinters in the 
country of Trinidad. Ato left Trinidad 
in 1995 for Beltsville, Md. He attended 
high school in the United States and in 
turn fine-tuned his track performance. 
Ato has not returned to Trinidad since 
his departure in 1995, but will return in 
June to compete in the Olympic trials 
for his country. 
"It should be an uproar when I 
return home", said Modibo. He hopes to 
represent his native country, in the 
2000 Olympic games. Ato was the 
number one high school track and field 
athlete in the country last year. 
"He was originally not interested in 
Clemson, but I was persistent and was 
finally granted a home visit," said 
Clemson sprint coach Ralph White. 
Ato competes in the 400 meters, 
probably the toughest event in track 
and field. It is an all out sprint for 400 
meters. He leads the nation with a con- 
verted time of 46.40 seconds in the 
400m. He ran a time of 46.00 seconds 
to win the ACC Championship. 
"The ACC championship was not 
SEEAT0,PAGE17 
Sports ll lustrateds integrity still remains 
TODD ALLEN 
Time Out Editor 
■ 
■    ■ 
Remember the days of modesty and 
decorum when worshiping the sun did- 
n't mean you had to show off your bum? 
Well, who am I kidding, neither do 1, 
and apparently neither does Sports 
Illustrated. Set in the not so Virgin 
Islands, Sports lllustrated's 1999 swim- 
suit edition leaves nothing to the imagi- 
nation. 
Historically, the Virgin Islands were 
named in honor of Saint Ursula, a 
ninth-century martyr who supposedly 
rounded up 11,000 virgins for a pilgrim- 
age to Rome and was killed by Huns on 
her return trip. In the words of the 
Fugees, the only thing that will "kill 
you softly" in this issue is the curva- 
ceous castaways. 
With expertly painted swimsuits, 
models pose and repose for numerous 
breathtaking shots. Artistically no one 
can compete or criticize this issue. 
Sports Illustrated has reached the 
zenith of tasteful swimsuit modeling. 
Time and again the photographers 
push the artistic envelope in hopes of 
taking that exquisite feature photo. 
However, as with anything that 
pushes the artistic envelope there are 
those who would oppose it. I submit 
this Internet discovery to the readers of 
The Tiger at Clemson in an attempt to 
quash ignorance. 
Since 1964, Sports Illustrated has 
published a swimsuit issue featuring 
photographs of female models. The 
magazine states that it is committed to 
portraying the models with dignity and 
respect. Sports Illustrated also states 
that they are committed to serious 
sports journalism and the dignity of 
women in sports. The only problem 
with that statement is that none of the 
swim apparel featured in the magazine 
could be worn in an athletic competi- 
tion, unless you count mud wrestling as 
a sport, nor are any of the models pro- 
fessional athletes. 
Also, the swimsuit issue is laid out in 
a format reminiscent of pornographic 
magazines such as Playboy, Penthouse 
and Hustler. Its main statement is that 
no matter what women achieve in this 
world, they still exist to sexually enter- 
tain men. Maybe this is why Sports 
Illustrated has launched Sports 
Illustrated Women/Sport, an excellent 
magazine covering women in athletics, 
as a damage control device to counter 
their annual swimsuit issue. 
When Joe Assad, director of the 
Sports lllustrated's letters to the editor 
department, was confronted with these 
accusations, he replied with tact and 
professionalism. "We strongly disagree 
with these statements. Sports 
Illustrated has long been the jewel of 
the modeling industry. The models are 
the main reason for the swimsuit issue. 
Unlike other magazines, our models are 
the main attraction. Their sexuality is 
not exploited to sell merchandise." 
The models have a great deal of con- 
trol over the shoot and the final product 
placed into circulation because the 
magazine is featuring them. They are 
SEE SWIM, PAGE 6 
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[RUFF  RIDERS] 
HARD KNOCK LIFE Three very well known hip-hop artists hit the lowcountry last week. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY CMttS YATES/senior staff 
RAPPER'S DELTIE 
Jay-Z, Method Man and DMX light up Charleston 
GABRIEL LISENBY 
staff writer 
Charleston.S.C, Sunday, on the final day 
in February; two of the biggest names 
in rap today and one member of quite 
possibly the best rap group since Run DMC 
file into the Southern Coliseum. One by one 
fans gather. The music plays. The crowd goes 
wild. 
This was one perspective from the upper 
decks of the concert that looked like some- 
thing out of a DJ Kool video. Wu-Tang mem- 
ber Method Man took the stage first in true 
Wu fashion: tearing up the stage, yelling lyrics 
and whipping the gathered faithful into a 
frenzy. Redman, scheduled to appear, was 
home with a stomach virus. At first this 
seemed like another famous Wu-Tang shirk- 
ing of a performance, giving me a flashback to 
the times in the big cities when they would 
not rap because they were too drunk, or worse, 
did not show at all. 
This however, like most things, did noth- 
ing to deter the flow of Vltih. Method Man 
took control and sang Wu-Tang songs from 
the old days of 36 Chambers and even some of 
Redman's songs. The duet with D'Angelo, 
"Make-Ups to Break-Ups" was performed, 
along with the whole repetoir of Method 
Man's songs, with rap artist Street Liic. T-r- ng 
the Pain," "Dangerous Ground" and "Method 
Man" were done with enthusiastic support 
from the crowd, and for the most part, we 
sang most of the songs. 
Method Man was in top form, clean, sober 
and rapping with the voice that many have 
come to love. That raspy lead vocal that has a 
nasty tendency to cut loose in an undisturbed 
flow of rhymes learned from the years of 
being with Wu-Tang and the experience 
gained from doing his own thing entranced 
the crowd like a charmer does a snake in a 
SEE RAP, PAGE 6 
Technicolor 
lights up 
Pendleton 
EMILY FORNWALT 
staff writer 
Well, it was obvious to me that 
the phrase "opening night jitters" 
meant absolutely nothing to the 
cast of- Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat. I think I 
will have to agree with director, 
Cory Chitwood, when he said "I 
truly do not believe that a youth 
production means that the perfor- 
mance is of less quality than an 
adult production." This play was 
definitely not lacking in quality. As 
a matter of fact, I believe it was of 
higher quality and more fun than 
many adult productions that I have 
attended in my life. 
This play, being performed by 
the Clemson Area Youth Theatre, is 
running at the Pendleton 
Playhouse through March 7. The 
cast consists of approximately 40 
youths, all from local towns, rang- 
ing from fifth graders to seniors in 
high school. 
Speaking of seniors in high 
school, watch out, Clemson. The 
play's lead, William Broyles 
(Joseph) will be attending Clemson 
as a member of the honors college 
in the fall. His voice is absolutely 
incredible, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed his performance as the 
favored son, Joseph. He is certainly 
no stranger to music and theatre, as 
he has been involved in his high 
school band, various choruses and 
a;. -.- -vedin The Wiz and Thel940s 
Radio Hour. He is a very talented 
young man. 
There are many more talented 
young men in Joseph's entourage of 
bothers, and it is from them that we 
get a lot of the play's comedy. In the 
First act they become tired of 
Joseph's dreams and the fact that he 
is favored, so they send him off to be 
a slave. This is followed by a song 
during which they tell their father, 
Jacob, a very large fib about what 
has become of Jospeh, for he had 
SEE COAT, PAGE 6 
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GE philantropy provides $20,000 for arts at Peace Center 
KELLY LEACH 
staff writer 
For hundreds of years the arts 
and sciences have remained two 
entities spinning in separate 
spheres. Like pickles and ice cream, 
the two never went together very 
well and were best kept apart. On 
Jan. 28, though, a wonderful and 
benevolent gesture was made to fuse 
these two entities when the GE 
Fund, a philanthropic branch of 
General Electric, donated $120,000 
to the Peace Outreach Program, also 
known as POP!, sector of the Peace 
Center for Performing Arts in 
Greenville. 
For many years now, POP! has 
been serving'the community in four 
areas of concentration: providing 
world-class performances designed 
to enrich educational experiences 
for local elementary, middle school 
and high school students; offering 
professional development opportu- 
nities for teachers; providing artist 
residencies that allow performers to 
interact with the community at 
large; and creating adult education 
programs. Whereas other local arts 
agencies have advocated the 
involvement of virtuosos in the 
classroom, POP! is one of the only 
organizations that have taken 
action and gathered the resources, 
planned and trained for a calendar 
of events. 
About seven years ago, General 
Electric participated in a press con- 
ference where it recognized the POP! 
program and announced GE Fund's 
first major grant to support arts-in- 
education programs at the Peace 
Center. The GE Fund, which sup- 
ports arts organizations of all sizes, 
has awarded grants nationwide and 
encourages the direct participation 
of not only their own employees but 
also students, teachers and parents 
in schools and education-based pro- 
grams such as those the Peace 
Center holds. 
"To grow future leaders, we need 
to encourage the development of 
broad abilities beyond technical 
skills. We see a tremendous need for 
workers who are creative, analyti- 
cal, disciplined and self-confident," 
said Jan Polin, chairperson of arts 
and culture for the GE Fund. "And 
at the GE Fund, we believe that 
hands-on participation in the arts is 
one of the best ways to develop 
these abilities in all young people." 
General Electric, an internation- 
al corporation worth over $90 bil- 
lion, is a manufacturing power- 
house that provides goods and ser- 
vices that caters to everything from 
the blender in your kitchen to a jet 
engine turbine. In fact, they have a 
Gas Turbine Manufacturing plant 
based in Greenville. Patty Kaye, 
manager of human resources for the 
GE plant in Greenville also serves as 
the Vice President of the Peace 
Center's Education and Outreach 
Program. 
Now, General Electric's GE Fund 
and the Peace Center for Performing 
Arts' POP! will be intertwined in a 
$120,000 commitment that will 
span three years. The String Trio of 
New York, one of the only jazz string 
trios in the world, officially 
announced of the grant at a POP! 
community pertormance on 
Thursday, Jan. 28. On hand for the 
presentation of the donation were 
representatives from the GE Fund, 
GE's Greenville Plant and the Peace 
Center's Board of Trustees. When 
questioned about the appropriation 
of the donation, Betsy Terry, 
President of the Board of Trustees 
and founder of The Peace Outreach 
Program commented that, "The 
Peace Center is thrilled and honored 
to receive a grant of this magnitude 
from the GE Fund. Being recognized 
by a philanthropy of such renown 
demonstrates that POP! has become 
a model for arts education and out- 
reach programs across the country." 
My plan to become famous 
When I was in high school, two 
friends of mine, Kevin and Matt, 
and myself decided that at some 
point in our lives we wanted to be famous. 
The only problem that we faced was the 
way in which we were going to become 
famous. We considered becoming rock stars 
and making millions playing to sell out 
shows night after night. However, after 
much deliberation we realized that there are 
just too many bands out there and that the 
competition might be too tough. Also, none 
of us could play an instrument and we fig- 
ured that would probably hinder our suc- 
cess. 
Then we explored the option of being the 
first people to climb Mt. Everest. How cool 
would that be? We could be the first people 
to climb the highest mountain in the world. 
However, as we began to plan our expedi- 
tion, we discovered that some people had 
already been to the top. We were crushed. 
How come no one had told us that before? 
With our first two ideas turning out to be 
no good, we became a bit discouraged. 
However, we told ourselves that if we were 
truly going to be famous, we needed to per- 
severe past our prior misfortunes. And then 
it hit us one night. We knew what we could 
do with our lives. 
We were going to become sitcom writers. 
All we would have to do is sit around a table 
and make people laugh. It couldn't get any 
easier. So things were set; we knew what we 
were going to do. Then one day, we had 
another great idea. Not only would we write 
for a sitcom, we would star in it, too. There 
would be no stopping 
us. We would take the 
entertainment world 
by storm. 
However, we were 
soon brought back to 
our senses when we 
realized that we had 
no connections in the 
entertainment business. And without con- 
nections, we could go nowhere. So for the 
past three years or so, we have put that idea 
on the backburner. Until now that is. It came 
to me the other night how to get the ball 
rolling again. 
I could write an editorial in the national- 
ly recognized Tiger about our idea. So that is 
the purpose behind this editorial: to let the 
big Hollywood producers know that there 
are three eager sitcom writers out here in 
South Carolina. 
Well, seeing as how I probably, need to do 
something to really catch the attention of 
one of those Hollywood producers, it seems 
only fitting to include here some of our 
ideas for show topics. 
We could do a show on body parts falling 
asleep. I mean, it is something that happens 
to everybody, but nobody talks about. And it 
is something that is hilari- 
ous. When your arm falls 
asleep, for example, you 
look like a complete idiot 
trying to move it around 
and wake it up. And walk- 
ing becomes a matter of 
life and death if your foot 
falls asleep. I think that we 
could devote an entire show to body parts 
falling asleep. 
Another possible idea of our show could 
be the clothing of old folks. You all know 
what I am talking about. You see all of those 
old men out there with their checkered 
pants and their sweaters. And the funny 
thing about it is that they wear that year 
round. It could be 95 degrees outside and an 
old man will wear that sweater like it is 
going out of style, even though it had indeed 
already gone out of style. And what's with 
Elliott Southard 
assistant Time 
Out editor 
the hats that old people wear? Those big 
mesh ones that say things like, "GRANDPA." 
It is hilarious. And these poor old men don't 
know how to crease the bill of the hat at all. 
That thing goes straight across. You could 
balance cups and saucers up there. 
Another show could be devoted entirely 
to people who sing along with songs even 
though they don't know the lyrics. You 
know the ones I'm talking about. Hell, you 
probably are one of them. It doesn't matter if 
you are in your car, in your apartment, or at 
a party, these people will try to sing along 
with anything. And what makes it even 
funnier is that these people don't just sing at 
a normal level. They have to sing as loud as 
they can because they think that they have 
one of the sweetest voices on earth. 
These have been only a few of the many 
ideas that we have for our sitcom. So if any of 
you out there have connections to 
Hollywood in any way shape or form, con- 
tact me at the e-mail address below and 
we'll cut you in on the millions that we are 
destined to make. 
Elliott Southard isajuniormapringin 
Elementary Education E-mail comments to 
timeout@tigerclemson.edu. 
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Mixing mob life and psychiatry can be dangerous 
BRAD TINSLEY 
staff writer 
Who would have thought that 
the pairing of one of Hollywood's 
lightest comedians (Billy Crystal) 
with one of its most intense players 
(Robert DeNiro), would result in 
such an outrageously funny experi- 
ence? Well, evidently the casting 
talents behind Harold Ramis's 
(Caddyshack, Multiplicity) new 
mobster comedy Analyze This did, 
because the unlikely pair bring 
both their contrasting genres 
together to produce a palatable 
combination of Goodfellas and City 
Slickers. 
The story centers on Ben Sobel 
(Crystal), a psychoanalyst who is 
so disgusted with hearing house- 
wives sobbing over their unful- 
filled sex lives that he often day- 
dreams about telling the patients 
how he really feels about their 
petty, monotonous complaints 
while they sit in front of him. 
However, his next client offers him 
a brand new challenge. When Paul 
Vitti, one of New York's most pow- 
erful gangsters, buckles under the 
pressures of mob life, he secretly 
asks   Ben   for 
into threats on his life, the cops mis- 
taking him for a gangster and ulti- 
mately, an interrupted marriage 
ceremony between Ben and his 
fiancee (Lisa Kudrow). However, 
despite all the hardships, Ben even- 
tually sees the situation as a chal- 
lenge and genuinely wants to help 
the conflicted gangster through his 
troubles. 
As you can see, the space for 
amusing predicaments is immea- 
surable, and basically, that is exact- 
ly what this movie hinges on, situa- 
tions. The idea of a ruthless mob 
boss being stricken with anxiety 
attacks that cause him to break 
down in tears at the site of a tender 
television ad seems preposterous. 
But, it is that absurdity which 
opens you up for all the outrageous 
antics that follow. Though the dia- 
logue, co-scripted by director 
Ramis himself is very witty, it is the 
scenarios that bring in the goods. 
The lines are often serious and 
seem to be heading in a certain 
direction, when out of the blue, the 
silliness of the situation kicks in 
and takes you in the opposite direc- 
tion. This is certainly the case 
when Ben is 
DOCTOR SAYS: Billy Crystal receivesfacial treatmentfrom his patient, Robert DeNiro. 
help.     Ben is 
reluctant     to 
take on such a 
touchy  client, 
but Paul makes 
him an offer he 
cannot refuse - 
either cure him 
or pay a fatal price. Ben accepts the 
no-brainer proposal, only to watch 
his life, and that of the new family 
he is trying to start, get flushed 
down the toilet. 
It begins when Paul insists that 
his problems take precedence over 
Ben's other clients and snowballs 
ANALYZE THIS 
■ Company: Warner Brothers 
■ Rated: R 
■ Review: tfrifclfclfr 
trying to get 
Paul to vent 
his anger by 
hitting a pil- 
low, and Paul 
interprets this 
to mean fill- 
ing it full of 
holes with his handgun. By knock- 
ing you off balance, Ramis is able to 
keep everything fresh and prevents 
you from getting lost in the fatal 
comic flaw of predictability. 
Even though this is a standard 
comic device, the movie shares lit- 
tle else with today's routine comedy. 
It teeters on the edge of being called 
a black comedy because there are 
very few scenes involving straight- 
faced drama, but there is also a 
great deal of violence and grittiness 
that makes the film seem almost 
shocking at times. When you hear 
two guys exchanging humorous 
one-liners then suddenly they are 
shot point blank in the chest, the 
joke loses its humor and your smile 
is quickly jerked away. However, 
this actually makes the movie more 
interesting, because it strays away 
from the usual by keeping the 
mafia violence real while at the 
same time maintaining a sense of 
humor. 
DeNiro does a great deal for the 
film's authentic mob feel by using 
his Goodfellas, Casino and 
Godfather 11 roles and reputation to 
present an aura with which we are 
all familiar. He also uses the humor 
that worked so well in Midnight 
Run, which promoted a character 
with a gritty exterior and a mildly 
soft interior. Needless to say, the tal- 
ented actor holds his own next to 
the comedy king Crystal, who 
turns in his usual outstanding 
comic performance. The two actors 
compliment each other well, and 
their precise comic timing was key 
to many of the film's funnier scenes. 
Kudrow uses her Phoebe-isms 
from Friends to create a pleasantly 
funny supporting role as Ben's irri- 
tated fiancee, but it is Chaz 
Palmenteri who takes the trophy 
for best supporting role. He por- 
trays the other big mob boss from 
New York, who is out to get Paul. 
Palmenteri reprises the characteris- 
tics from his roles in A Bronx Tale 
and Bullets Over Broadway to create 
a hostile, yet laughable gangster. 
Analyze This is somewhat dark- 
er than the previews project, con- 
sidering the amount of violence, 
profanity and one brief sex scene 
the movie contains. 
However, these characteristics 
are balanced with the humor to 
give it an edge that many films of 
its kind are unable to maintain. I 
am not sure I would go so far as to 
say that this movie is a black come- 
dy, but regardless, I assure you a 
good laugh. 
Beavis & Butt head creator shows humor of offices 
MATTHEW GARRETT 
staff writer 
Mike Judge, the creator of 
Beavis and. Butthead, brings you a 
comedy about the 90s workplace, 
Office Space. The plot is lacking, 
but the comic situations and 
scenes are what make the movie. 
It stars Jennifer Aniston (you 
know, that girl from Friends) and 
Ron Livingston. This entire movie 
seemed like it was inspired by the 
comic strip Dilbert. 
The movie starts with the hero, 
Peter (Ron Livingston), driving to 
his boring job at INITECH. He is 
caught with other employees in a' 
traffic jam on the way to work. 
After a while, Peter realizes that a 
crippled man with a walker is 
beating him down the street. 
When he finally gets to work, 
Peter's work hell will not go away. 
Work is where most of the movie 
takes place. There is a fax 
machine that never works, a boss 
who has the personality of a wet 
sock, and an annoying secretary. 
He is bom- 
OFFICE SPACE 
Company 
Rated: R 
Review: 
barded with 
many dumb 
and repeti- 
tious work 
slogans and 
policies. He 
is fed up 
with work 
and his unfaithful girlfriend 
makes him go see an occupational 
psychotherapist. 
The therapist puts Peter into a. 
deep trance and causes him to go 
into a state of total relaxation. In 
mid-sentence the therapist dies 
and leaves Peter in his perfect 
worry-free zone. In the total relax- 
ation state, Peter realizes that he 
20th Century Fox 
never wants to work again. And 
that is exactly what he does. He 
shows up to work really late and 
does nothing except play comput- 
er games and take lunch breaks. 
Instead of being 
fired along with 
all of the people 
being downsized 
by the company, 
Peter is given a 
raise to upper- 
level manage- 
ment. 
Peter's two friends, Michael 
Bolton (David Herman) and Samir 
(Ajay Naidu) are two of the 
smartest computer programmers 
in the company. They are two of 
the funniest people in this movie. 
As Peter is getting a raise for his 
slack attitude, Michael and Samir 
are handed their pink slips. As a 
going away gift, Peter gives the 
two of them a little present, the 
screwed up fax machine. This 
provides for the best scene in the 
movie... Peter, Michael and Samir 
destroy the machine to the lyrics 
of The Geto Boys. 
Peter, Michael and Samir 
decide to get back at INITECH by 
embezzling money from the com- 
pany. They write a computer pro- 
gram to deposit all the half cents 
from transitions into their 
account. This scheme might 
sound a little familiar; Richard 
Pryor did this in Superman III. 
After the first day, these men 
accumulate over $300,000! The 
rest of the movie is about how 
they are going to get out of this lit- 
tle predicament without going to 
jail. 
Jennifer Aniston plays the local 
waitress who falls in love with 
Peter.   She is always getting in 
trouble at work because she does- 
n't wear enough "flair" (flair = the 
trinkety crap that they wear at 
T.G.I. Friday's). The only problem 
with Aniston's part is that she was 
only on the screen for about 20 
minutes. (Note to Mike Judge: 
Have your lead actress on the 
screen more than 20 minutes.) 
Overall the movie is pretty 
good. It has some funny parts 
with some slow scenes. But when 
you get to the good parts, it is real- 
ly funny. I found myself laughing 
out loud quite often. This movie is. 
worth seeing at the Astro III or on 
video, it is not worth the six dol- 
lars that Seneca Cinema is charg- 
ing. The movie is about 90 min- 
utes long and has 30 minutes of 
humor (I think Mike Judge can 
only write a good 30 minutes TV 
program). It is rated R for the lan- 
guage and some sexual content. 
CHAT: Ron Livingston endures another lecture from his boss, Gary Cole. 
''*'  
.RELIEF: Ron Livingston and David Herman take revenge on the fax r
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Fireside 
uomini d'onore 
crank! 
With a keen musical ear (and a 
two-hour deadline), I perused this 
week's top 10 for a hit record to 
dedicate a little review to. The 
chart was pointing towards a band 
known as Fireside, so I went into 
the CD rotation shelf to grab the 
disk and give it a thorough listen- 
ing to. A DJ had written "BADASS" 
in large black letters on the cover, 
and the review was exploding 
with good things to say about the 
album, entitled uomini d'onore. It 
almost seemed like the reviewer 
could have written a whole damn 
thesis on the CD. I had chosen well. 
Now the great quest for my review 
began. Below is the word-for-word 
review written in my diary, March 
2,1999. 
When you think of the word 
"fireside," what usually comes to 
mind is a happy night filled with 
marshmallow-creme coziness and 
pinecone dreams.   The "fireside" 
this band wants the listener to 
visit is the night where the semi- 
creative guy actually tells you the 
horror story that keeps you up all 
night, or perhaps the fire you are 
standing by in a burning building. 
All metaphors aside, this band 
rocks hard, and its message is filled 
with all the angst and disdain an 
emo/indie band can cram into 42 
minutes. 
Fireside started in Sweden in 
1992, with Pelle Gunnerfeldt on 
guitar, Per Nordmark on drums, 
Frans Johansson on bass, and 
Kristofer Astrom providing vocals 
and guitar. At the time of the 
band's genesis, there was little 
respect for the Swedish music 
scene. Fireside finally brought 
some attention to the region with 
its debut CD Fantastic Four. They 
acquired notoriety in Europe as a 
complex sounding, yet hard rock- 
ing outfit. Record label conflicts 
hindered their release of a new 
record for two years, but the time 
was well spent touring Europe and 
gaining critical acclaim for their 
live shows. Finally the label 
Startracks picked them up, and in 
1995 they released Kilotin and fol- 
lowed it up with Do Not Tailgate 
later that same year. They were 
immediately hailed as the best 
new rock band in Europe. The lat- 
ter mentioned album won the 
Swedish Grammy for best rock 
record in 1996. They were super- 
stars, but in the United States, they 
were unknown. 
Finally their U.S. break came in 
summer 1996, when they were 
asked to join the ever-popular 
Lollapalooza menagerie. They 
played many dates on the tour and 
were the only European rock band 
in the whole carnival. The crowd 
response at the shows led to a 
record deal with American 
Recordings. But, after many dis- 
putes and legal issues, they were 
dropped from the label. They went 
back to a little Swedish town 
named Toneteknik to work on 
their current release, uomini 
d'onore, and they were picked up 
again by their hometown label, 
Startracks, for the release of the 
album. American super-label 
crank!, the label responsible for 
bringing you the hit bands Boys 
Life, Mineral, Gloria Record, Silver 
Scooter, as well as many other pure 
hit bands, decided to take a chance 
and distribute the American 
release of the new album. 
After hearing the CD, I can see 
why the well-honed ears of crank! 
decided that this album was worth 
while. It starts out with the guitar 
banging song "Monsoon," a heavy 
song with real emotion and angst 
screaming from every lyric and 
guitar strum. I found that each 
track was very unique. For exam- 
ple track 11, "I'm so alone," has sort 
of a country influence with its 
steel guitar-whining and slow, 
droning tempo. The album smacks 
with good emo tracks, like "Bistro," 
"Happy Porno Living" and "Layer." 
All of the songs have a strong sense 
of melody as well as precision per- 
cussion. The guitar is shrill and 
heavily distorted and the bass 
lines are fuzzed out and warm. 
Overall it is well produced and has 
a great open, airy sound to it. The 
sound on this album is a big birdie 
to the American Studios who 
couldn't find time to record it, 
because the band used regular 
analog equipment in an old farm- 
house and got a CD that sounds 
better than most albums recorded 
in 32 track digital. If you are look- 
ing for something different, and 
you want to take a bet on a great 
Swedish emo group, get Fireside's 
uomini d'onore. Or you can just 
tune in to WSBF-FM 88.1, and pray 
to your deity of preference that 
someone plays this album. 
-Jeff Diaz 
1   Built to Spill 
Keep it Like a Secret-WB 
2 Pinehurst Kids 
Minnesota Hotel- Alarm Records 
3 Metroshifter 
Split - Initial Records  
4 Let's Go Bowling 
Free Way Lanes - Asian Man Records 
5 Sleater Kinney 
Get Up-Kill Rock Stars  
6 Cross My Heart 
Cross My Heart - Deep Elm  
7 Fireside 
Uonimi D'onore - Crank! 
8 Various Artists 
Massive Ragga Jungle ■ Mutant Sounds 
9 Various Artists 
MoonSka Records Sampler- MoonSka 
10The Gloria Record 
The Gloria Record-Crank! 
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MusicReviews 
M.O.T. (Members of the Tribe) 
19.99 
Sire/Wam» Bros. 
*» 
The fine line between insightful 
parody and just plain stupidity is 
sometimes a little hard to decipher. 
This compilation of mismatched 
songs does little to try and distin- 
guish itself between the two. All the 
silliness aside, the mix of beats and 
riffs has a little for everyone. 
Ice Berg and Dr. Dreidle have 
decidedly tried to take a spin off of 
the well known rappers Ice Cube 
and Dr. Dre, Jewish style. They even 
boast a manager by the name of 
Meshugge Knight-enough said. 
Despite the bizarre Sntick, some 
of the back beats and basic ele- 
ments of a few of the songs, namely 
"Town Car" and "Havana Nagillah," 
are interesting. Unfortunately, vir- 
tually all of the songs lyrics are 
pure nonsense. 
The fusion of rock and rap with 
hip-hop and electronic beats would 
usually provide an entertaining 
mix, but this album has no flow to 
it. Many songs are just blatant take- 
offs from older songs. "Double 
Dutch Lunch," "Oh God, Get a Job," 
and "Viva Oy Vegas" are the most 
outstanding. I think everyone can 
enjoy a poke at the music industry 
or laugh at a mimic of ourselves, 
but these two jokesters just end up 
looking like fools. I personally enjoy 
an old favorite off of the Beastie 
Boy's Paul's Boutique album by the 
name of "Shake Your Rump." It's as 
silly as you are going to get, but the 
album provides clout to back it up 
and the flow keeps you going. Berg 
and Dreidle decidedly fall on their 
faces. 
I fail to see the humor aside from' 
the cover that, presumably, displays 
Berg and Dreidle in tight polyester 
shorts, black socks and massive 
amounts of chest hair. If you want a 
laugh, watch Comedy Central. 
These guys missed the bus and still 
somehow managed to get a record 
deal. 
~MK Fenigan 
Nelson Mandela as the theme song 
for South America's Red Cross pro- 
motional campaign. Another song, 
"Carnaval de Paris," was written as 
a fanfare to the 1998 World Cup 
held in France. 
The rest of the album (only 10 
songs long, but each around seven 
minutes long) continues the color- 
ful rhythms, taking the listener on 
an emotion journey. At first, the 
instrumental sounds of Dario G 
reminded me of Enigma-very dis- 
tinct in cultural influences, passion 
and dreams. But the occasional 
voice brought me to reality. 
However, then I hear sounds from 
dolphins and whales in the back- 
f round and once again, I am taken 
ack to Mother Nature. The world- 
beat style sounds like the under- 
ground music scene got tangled up 
with The Lion Kim. Yet, the overall 
soothing melody of Dario G is per- 
fect for those late night of studying, 
or the romantic night with the sig- 
nificant other, or the nights when 
the rain is falling and all you want 
to do is relax. Dario G's unique 
sound should bring about a whole 
new form of music-one that brings 
Dario G 
Sunmachine 
Kinetic/Reprise Records 
I know it's a stretch to think of a 
really great band coming out of 
England, but I have another one- 
Dario G. Sporting one member 
from south of Whales and two oth- 
ers from north England, this trio 
came together through a college 
music course and industry net- 
working. After graduation, they 
built a home recording studio and 
began experimenting with new 
forms of music. Their form, called 
"pop music for the beat-intense 
global community," is one that took 
off very well in England, Italy, 
Switzerland, Germany, France and 
many other European countries. 
Sales of the debut album, 
Sunmachine, exceeded two million 
copies and gave the trio many num- 
ber one or two hits. Their first sin- 
gle, "Sunchyme," was chosen by 
relaxation, pop music, nature and 
dance close together, creating a 
masterpiece for the culturally seek- 
ing individual. So all of you out 
there that enjoy music that chal- 
lenges the current norm, or if you 
just want another great CD to listen 
to, check out Dario G's Sunmachine. 
No one will be disappointed. 
-Andrea Holt 
Tina and the B-Sides 
It's Alljust the Same 
Sire Records 
The first thing to do when lis- 
tening to this group is not to be 
intimidated by the fact that they 
don't have the coolest band name 
ever, because it really has no bear- 
ing on the quality of their music. 
The Tina and the B-Sides album, It's 
Alljust the Same, is hard to classify 
in terms of musical genre. There is a 
variety of influences apparent in 
this band's style, which leads to a 
good mixture of all types of music 
on one CD. I have always been par- 
tial to bands that cannot really be 
classified, and this is definitely one. 
Tina Schlieske, a Minneapolis 
native, and her band of four others 
open the CD with what is one of 
my favorite songs on the album, "In 
My Own Time," containing the line 
"I have found my peace of mind by 
finding I would get there in my 
own time." Which brings me to my 
next point about why I like this 
band - their lyrics. They are real 
heartfelt lyrics that the listener can 
relate to. There is a lot of self-doubt 
in the lyrics of some of the songs on 
the album, as it came in what Tina 
feels was a turning point in her life, 
and who cannot relate to that? 
Next, what album is complete 
without its share of love? It's All the 
Same does not disappoint its audi- 
ence. Track seven, "Grey," describes 
the feeling left as love fades away, 
and track eight, "She's Undone," is 
about a "she" who won't let anyone 
get close to her. I find Schlieske's 
low and often a little raspy voice to 
be a relief from a lot of high whiny 
voices from female performers 
these days. This is a good CD to lis- 
ten to when you are hanging out at 
home and just want some good, 
solid music to listen to or when you 
really want some meaning from 
music. If this album is any indica- 
tion of what's to come for Tina and 
the B-Sides, then they should have 
continued success. 
-Emily Fomwalt 
Better Than Ezra 
How Does Your Garden Grow? 
Beta 
When I first got this CD, I hated 
it. I am a big fan of Better Than Ezra 
and this just was not what I was 
expecting. However, after giving it 
several listens, I found that this CD 
rocked. The trio from New Orleans 
continue with their rock ballad 
style that made them famous with 
their first two CDs, Deluxe and 
Friction, Baby. 
"At The Stars" is in rotation at 
many local radio stations. "Allison 
Foley" and "Like It Like That" are 
two other good tracks on the CD 
that have a harder edge to them. 
This CD rocks, so go get it 
-EDiott Southard 
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RAP FROM PAGE 1 
basket. "Judgment Day" was initiat- 
ed from a crowd countdown and 
was Method Man's last number. 
The void left from the pumped 
performance of Method Man was 
quickly filled. DMX, in sunglasses 
and khaki overalls, rose like a 
demon from the floor of the stage. 
How do you sell two gold 
albums, do a movie, continuously 
produce new material and release 
a third album in under a year? 
Ask the man who rode the frenzy 
of the crowd last Sunday. 
Coming out to the song Mike 
Tyson entered the ring to, "Where 
My Dogs At?" had the same 
knockout effect Tyson's hand had 
to Francois Botha in the fifth 
round. The gathered masses 
chanted and screamed X's name 
until he arose and continued the 
raucous caused by Method Man. 
In a mix of songs from albums 
one and two, DMX laid down 
"Ruff Riders," "Stop Being Greedy" 
and "No Love for Me" including 
some of the songs on DJ Clue's 
new album that were collaborated 
with help from DMX. In mix of 
new material and old, DMX con- 
tinued on. 
Like Method Man, DMX 
enticed the crowd by coming 
down off stage, taking his shirt 
off, and getting close contact with 
the fans. They showed him the 
love they readily gave him in 
return for a concert worthy of the 
money paid for the ticket that 
many were trying to get. 
"It's All Good," "Keep Your S— 
the Hardest" and "Slipping" were 
done with the shouting and 
yelling that have come to be the 
style of DMX. 
In a sentimental finale, DMX, 
like Method Man, called for peace 
in the house and in the lives of 
those in attendance. He also 
offered up a prayer much like 
track 17 of It's Dark and Hell is Hot, 
yet altered to include recent 
events in X's life and to thank the 
Almighty for those there to listen 
to him perform. It was a perfor- 
mance worthy of the hype that 
surrounds him. 
Next up, headliner Jay-Z would 
pick up where DMX left off. Of 
recent MTV fame "Can I get a..." 
was done with Amil and Ja Rule, 
the performers that accompany 
him in the video. This song is fea- 
tured in the movie soundtrack 
Rush Hour and on Jay Z's new 
album. 
Not doing a duet with him was 
Jermaine DuPre on the track 
"Money Ain't a Thang." Happily, 
this did not stop Jay-Z. Afterwards 
"Hard Knock Life" was done on 
stage with rapper Memphis Bleek 
ending in an off stage run by Jay-Z 
to a platform opposite the stage 
area. The platform arose to show- 
case a mural done of him leaning 
on a new Jaguar, proving once 
more that the main man on top 
was Jay-Z. 
Soon after the signature song, 
DMX reappeared to accompany 
Jay-Z on "Money Cash Hoes." 
Memphis Bleek continued his 
stint on the next two songs of 
"Who You Wit?" and "Nigga What 
Nigga Who." After many thanks 
and requests for safe driving 
home, Jay-Z departed leaving 
thousands of satisfied fans to find 
their cars in the surrounding mile 
and a half of parking space out- 
side. 
What I noticed most about the 
concert was not how well the con- 
cert was done, but the atmosphere 
that has begun to surround the 
rap industry. The atmosphere 
going in was tense. Security had to 
break up several fights amongst 
the fans. Exiting the building, 
conversation was pleasant and 
people were much more courteous 
coming out than going in. 
The days of gangsta rap may be 
missed by a select few, but evolu- 
tion is taking place where vio- 
lence once reigned free. The new 
message of rap is clear; peace 
achieves better ends than violence. 
SWIM FROM PAGE 1 
treated with the utmost respect and 
professionalism. 
Assad reminded me that the 
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue is 
read by over 58 million people, 19 
million of whom are women. 
Nineteen million is more reader- 
ship than any other women's maga- 
zine sells. Therefore, we may 
assume that most women don't find 
the swimsuit issue offensive. 
"Also, Sports Illustrated never 
made the claim that our models 
would be athletes or that their 
apparel could be used in sporting 
events," stated Assad. "However, the 
individual who made these accusa- 
tions was apparently unaware of 
pages 142-156 featuring Joe and 
Jennifer Montana, Tamara and 
Allan Houston, Melissa and Tom 
Lehman, Nikki and Tom Gugliotta, 
Annika Sorenstan and David Esch 
and many more." 
In reference to the question of 
Sports Illustrated Women/Sport 
magazine being a damage control 
process for the swimsuit issue, 
Assad disagreed vehemently. 
"Sports Illustrated* swimsuit issue 
began during the month of 
February as a traveling piece that 
took off. The reason it continues 
today is because it is one of our 
highest grossing issues. Sports 
Illustrated Women/Sport is not 
damage control. Simply put, there 
are two different markets. Sports 
Illustrated is basically a men's mag- 
azine, and after doing some 
research we have found that there is 
a market for a woman's sport maga- 
zine. 
Whether or not you agree with 
either argument, let's be realistic. 
There is no way that Sports 
Illustrated is going to take their 
best selling issue off the shelf. 
The swimsuit issue is an artistic 
achievement rivaled by few other 
magazines. The light in which the 
magazine portrays women is taste- 
ful and proper. Ultimately, the real- 
ity is that it is up to the reader to 
decide what he or she will or will 
not buy. 
COAT FROM PAGE 1 
supposedly saved them from a 
vicious goat. They sing with appro- 
priate lamentation, and if the audi- 
ence didn't know the truth they 
would probably believe the 11 
brothers. However, after Jacob 
leaves, the song takes a turn for the 
jubilant, and the brothers celebrate. 
They also provide a great comic 
song in the second act, led by broth- 
er Reuben, Jeremy Winkler, a 
sophomore at Walhalla High. 
"Those Canaan Days" is- probably 
my favorite song in the whole play. 
The guys all get together and remi- 
nisce about the days when Joseph 
was there. Perhaps he was not so 
bad after all. Now this in itself was 
not all that amusing, but they do it' 
with a French twist complete with 
accents and berets. It leaves the 
audience chuckling long after its 
last note. 
Another note-worthy perfor- 
mance is given by someone with a 
much smaller part. Espie 
Rodriguez, new to the CAYT, plays 
two small parts. She is a brother's 
wife and the wife of Potiphar, to 
whom Joseph is first indentured. 
Potifer's wife strays quite often from 
hermarriage vows and she chooses 
the unwilling Joseph as the object 
of her affections. She dances seduc- 
tively around him during the song 
"Potiphar" while he begs "Please 
ma'am, I don't believe in free lover 
This proves to be yet another very 
amusing scene. 
There is one final performance 
that I dare not forget to touch upon 
- Joey Elakrah as the Pharaoh. 
What you ask could be that amaz- 
ing  about  this  role?  Well,  the 
Pharaoh has a decidedly Elvis 
twist. Joey has all the right Elvis 
moves to make it funny, and he def- 
initely sings his songs with an Elvis 
touch, complete with microphone 
and hip movements. He does a great 
job. 
I especially enjoyed this particu- 
lar performance, because I think 
that the majority of people there 
were the parents of the cast. You 
could just sense their excitement. 
Director Cory Chitwood's 
excitement could hardly be con- 
tained, and I imagine this conta- 
gious excitement is what allowed 
the cast to have such a great open- 
ing night. His efforts for the play are 
plastered all over the program and 
he must be commended for a great 
job. The choreography is creative, 
the set design simple, yet good, and 
the costume design is great as well. 
The final thing to note about 
this play is that it actually offers a 
lesson to those who are paying 
attention, as well as being funny 
and entertaining. After all of the 
things that Joseph's brothers have 
done to him and all the things that 
in the end he could do in return, he 
ends up treating them kindly. This 
is not to say he doesn't have a little 
fun first or think about being 
unkind, because he does. However, 
in the end his good heart wins out. 
It is also to be noted that after treat- 
ing Joseph so badly the brothers 
suffer, and it is the brother who 
they treated so badly to whom they 
have to run for help. Always be 
careful how you treat people, 
because you may need their help 
later. This play is good. Take an 
hour and a half out of your life and 
go support these young actors this 
weekend. It's worth it. Call 646- 
8100 for more information. 
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Ho appointment is necessary, so drive in soon. 
Md 
Ife/vo/me 
WSTAMT OtL CHAMGt 
CARS. WE KNOW "EM. 
WE LOVE 'EM: 
550 OH Greenville Hijkoy, fJemswt - 654-1775 
(Highway 93, post BiLo) 
www.vioc.com 'Baaonb. 
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What'sHappen i ng TO LIST EVENTS Hi THE CALENDAR FREE, 
^    CALL 656-0986    . 
FRIDAY, MARCH 5 
• Sourwood Honey at 
Area 51. 10 p.m. 
• Squat at 
Backstreets. 10 p.m. 
• Paul Skyland at 
Edgar's. 9 p.m. 
• The Lippnikies at 
Ridgeway's. 10 p.m. 
• TBA at the Esso 
Club. 10 p.m. 
• Pickle at McP's. 10 
p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 6 
• Steve Kaufman w/ 
5th String Bluegrass 
Band at the Handlebar. 
10 p.m. 
• College Night at 
Area 51. 10 p.m. 
• Pickle at McP's. 10 
p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 9 
• Karaoke at TD's. 10 
p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10 
• Gove Scrivenor & 
Jack Williams at the 
Handlebar. 10 p.m. 
• Rich at Explorer's. 
10 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 11 
• Spider Monkey w/ 
Big Sky at Area 51. 10 
p.m. 
• Iratowns at the Esso 
Club. 10 p.m. 
• Dance Party at TD's. 
10 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 12 
•Hard Luck Hill at 
McP's. 10 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 13 
• Hard Luck Hill at 
McP's. 10 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 16 
• Karaoke at TD's. 10 
p.m. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 18 
• Dance Party at TD's. 
10 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 19 
• Southern Tradition at 
McP's. 10 p.m. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 20 
• Southern Tradition at 
McP's. 10 p.m. 
MONDAY, MARCH 22 
• Uncle Mingo at 
Backstreets. 10 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 25 
• Skwzbxx at the Esso 
Club. 10 p.m. 
• Motor Acoustic at 
TD's. 10 p.m. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
• 2 Skinnee Js w/ The 
Cottonmouth Kings at 
Area 51. 10 p.m. 
• Uncle Mingo at 
Backstreets. 10 p.m. 
• WSBF Spring Concert 
at Edgar's. 9 p.m. 
• Live Bait at the Esso 
Club. 10 p.m. 
J//»*v e*i\*y3 fa's hef}bf~Jfad\/*rt-l*yQf 
FABIO?: Spider Monkey will be playing with Big Sky on Thursday at Area 51. 
OROSCOP 
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20) 
Three cheers for you! It appears 
that this week all your hard work 
and dedication to your chosen pro- 
fession has finally paid off. You 
have recently received some much 
anticipated and welcome news 
concerning your future school 
plans. Now the only real question 
is whether you should pursue that 
career, or your true dream of con- 
structing the world's largest "virtu- 
al farm" out of everyday household 
items. 
Aries (March 21 - April 19) 
Whoa, dude, I heard you got 
pretty wasted last weekend. 
Details from the stars are kind of 
sketchy, but the words 'keg' and 
'bathroom' were definitely men- 
tioned. I'm pretty sure I also heard 
something about a goat and a cod- 
piece, but I could be wrong on 
those. Perhaps this weekend you 
should stick to beverages that are a 
little less dangerous, or at least 
stick to areas that are a little less 
public. 
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) 
No, really. Who are you and 
what have you done with the 
slack-ass we have all come to 
know and love? You've been 
spending a lot more time and 
effort than usual on your assign- 
ments. Perhaps it has something to 
do with a certain less-than-aver- 
age test score you received a while 
back. Or maybe you just want to 
impress your teachers. Then again, 
it could be the monkeys. 
Gemini (May 21 -June 20) 
Ah, yes. We always go back to 
the best, don't we? After trying on 
some shiny new, slightly less com- 
fortable shoes, it always feels good 
to put on the old broken-in pair 
that's been sitting in your closet for 
the past year. You pull them out, 
dust them off, and realize that 
those shoes will always be there 
for you, even when the shiny shoes 
realize what's going on and try to 
beat you up and take your money. 
Yes, it's easy to become attached to 
a good pair of shoes, even if they're 
slightly tattered and reek of old 
moldy cheese. 
Cancer (June 21 -July 22) 
Crack-it destroys lives and dri- 
ves people to violence and poverty. 
So why is it so damn funny? It 
seems like everywhere I go, some- 
one is making some joke about 
"crack whores" or smoking crack 
or a "fat sack of rocks." I am 
appalled by the insensitive nature 
of those who find amusement in 
the crack industry. Why can't you 
pick on something a little less dan- 
gerous, like pudding? I personally 
would much rather hear a joke 
about a pudding whore than a 
crack whore, and I think you all 
would agree. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
So maybe I was wrong. Maybe 
you do have friends. Maybe you 
even have more friends than I do. 
Maybe you have so many freakin' 
friends that you make my life 
seem bleak and meaningless in 
comparison. Maybe I don't care. 
You can keep all your damn 
friends and parties and fun and 
social activities. I don't need any of 
those shallow amusements. I have 
Jell-o. 
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept 22) 
You know, sometimes people 
focus too much on words and not 
enough on the hidden messages 
that could be contained within 
those words. For example, think of 
all the coded messages I could be 
sending out in these horoscopes 
every week. I could be giving the 
entire Clemson campus sublimi- 
nal messages to do whatever I 
wanted. Sure, you may not believe 
L.. 
me now, but don't be surprised 
when you and your friends sud- 
denly begin to find yourselves 
strangely aroused by the color yel- 
low. 
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) 
It is easy to miss important 
information when you pay too 
much attention to how the infor- 
mation is delivered. Sometimes a 
message is just a message. A box is 
just a box. Keys are just keys. In 
fact, it's like a lot of other things, 
too. Sometimes, believe it or not, 
people are really who they say 
they are. It's also kind of like a fin- 
ger, pointing to the moon. DON'T 
LOOK AT THE FINGER! Or you 
will miss all the heavenly glory. 
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov. 2D 
Yep, you're still boring. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec 2D 
You know how you've been 
meaning to do something good for 
humanity? Well, even if you 
haven't, now's your chance. You 
know those people sitting in the 
lobby of the Union, trying in vain 
to bring your attention to their col- 
orful displays? Well, why don't 
you stop at one of them today? 
Maybe, I don't know, the one that 
says Amnesty International, for 
instance. They'll tell you about 
how you can save yourself from 
evil dictators who want to torture 
your grandparents. And you'll get 
a cookie. 
Capricorn (Dec 22 -Jan. 19) 
I'm afraid your fears are correct. 
You have indeed contracted a very 
rare, very serious illness that has 
forced you to sleep for absurd 
amounts of time every day in order 
to function. I'm also afraid that 
there is no clear end in sight. In 
fact, the disease will progress until 
one day you go into a state of 
hibernation and don't wake up for 
a few months. To avoid the risk of 
starvation, you should begin eat- 
ing as much as possible before this 
happens. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) 
St. Patrick's Day is fast 
approaching, and I bet you haven't 
even picked out your costume yet. 
What's that you say? You don't 
need a costume on St. Patrick's 
Day? Oh, 1 beg to differ. Everyone 
knows about the leprechauns that 
pinch you if you don't wear some- 
thing green, but there are also lep- 
rechauns that curse you with bad 
posture if you don't wear a cos- 
tume. Plus, when you get sloshy 
drunk and make a fool out of your- 
self, no one will know who you 
really are. I recommend some- 
thing with a mask and tights. 
 -Stars read by Q.T. Itaro 
